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Artists’ Books Exhibitions
University of the West of England, Bristol, UK
Tom Trusky Exhibition Cases
Special Collections Room, Bower Ashton Library

their passions and methods. I chose the subject of book
artists as I have often gazed at people busily cutting, scoring,
folding, gluing, sewing etc on my studio tables, and listened
to the evocative sound of paper shuffling and riffling, and
thought: that would make a good film.
Wisely or unwisely I avoided storyboarding the film.
I felt that the material was a storyboard in itself, and that
the narrative would unfold from the artists’ stories.
Almost immediately I realised I had set myself a hard task:
a movie needs movement, and a book is a still object.
How to animate a book became my quest.

Bronwen Bradshaw - Reading Room
A video commissioned by SAW Ltd
1st February - 7th March 2011
I live and work at Dove Studios, near Glastonbury, and
make prints, books, music and video. I also teach regular
printmaking and book courses from my studio and
elsewhere. All the book artists featured in Reading Room
have attended my handmade books classes.
I started working with video 7 years ago and quickly
discovered that it was an exciting extension to my world of
print, artists’ books and sound. The link between video and
the other disciplines seems to me to be the narrative, the
series, the thread, and in particular (which interests me
the most): the process and how to describe it.

As the project continued and developed it also became
apparent how many different skill bases the artists came
from, and how the skills themselves directly informed
and moulded inspiration, image and text into book form.
By definition, it seems, book artists are passionate about
a multitude of processes and forms, and endlessly
inquisitive and experimental.
Reading Room was first shown at the Taunton Brewhouse
in September and October 2010. I constructed a small
dark “Room” of black theatre curtains, and projected
the video onto a central white table. Also included in the
Room were glass cases housing the books featured in the
film. The Room itself was quiet, as the sound was available
through headphones only: this, I hoped, would create the
atmosphere of a library reading room. The images from the
video were reflected in the glass cases and the installation
finally acquired the kaleidoscopic, beguiling quality I had
had in my mind from the beginning.

The Reading Room project came out of a video
commission I was awarded by Somerset Art Works in 2010.
I was asked to describe how artists go about making work:
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Bronwen Bradshaw RWA

Photo Book Works: An International Exhibition of
Photographic Artists’ Books
23 Sandy Gallery, USA
Until March 12, 2011
This international exhibition of artists’ books incorporating
photography as a primary element debuted at Abecedarian
Gallery in Denver in November and we are thrilled to have
it travel here to 23 Sandy Gallery in January. Photo Book
Works was juried by Mia Semingson, a photographer,
book binder and educator in Boulder, Colorado. For this
exhibition, Semingson selected the work of 31 artists from
the United States, Great Britain, Switzerland and Australia.

Lorenzo Perrone - selections from Libri Bianchi, is also on
show in the Reading Room at Abecedarian Gallery, Denver,
Colorado, USA, February 18 - April 2, 2011.

Lorenzo Perrone - Incipit, 2010. Mixed Media bookwork

Gallery hours are: Thursday - Saturday, Noon to 6 pm,
First Friday, 5-8 pm and at other times by appointment.
We are located at 623 NE 23rd Avenue, just three doors
north of Sandy Boulevard in Central Eastside Portland.
www.23sandy.com
Frolic on First Friday - 23 Sandy Gallery hosts artist
receptions every First Friday of the month from 5-8 pm.
http://www.firstfridayguide.com http://www.23sandy.com

From Press to Page: Book Arts in Minnesota
Minneapolis Institute of Arts, USA
Until 8th May 2011
This exhibition highlights the creativity and craftsmanship
of some of Minnesota’s leading contemporary book artists
and fine presses. The featured selection includes books by
such prominent figures as Harriet Bart, Robert Bly, Philip
Gallo, Fred Hagstrom, Patricia Hampl, Bill Holm, Frank
Kacmarcik, Allan Kornblum, Paulette Myers-Rich, David
Rathman, Tom Rose, Gaylord Schanilec, Chip Shilling, Jody
Williams, and Emerson G. Wulling.
Gallery 369, Minneapolis Institute of Arts, 2400 Third
Avenue South, Minneapolis, Minnesota 55404, USA
Free Exhibition. http://artsmia.org

Ceramic Soliloquies
Abecedarian Gallery in Denver, CO, USA
18th February - 2nd April 2011
The focus of the exhibition is on narrative sculptural works
and books that incorporate clay as a primary element in
their production. The exhibition includes works by US
artists Al Shenck, Alicia Bailey, Andrea Peterson, Andrew
Eastwood, Judith Serebrin, Katie Taft, Marie E.V.B. Gibbons
and Steve Gordon.
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Lorenzo Perrone, of Florence, Italy has been engaged with
the process of creating white book objects for the past
seven years. His works are created by a initially stripping
down the selected book and thus removing all content.
Using materials such as metal, glue, chalk and white paint
he rebuilds the book into an object. A white object without
title, without author, without any words whatsoever. Yet the
primary form, the book itself, remains intact. These works
become in a sense, a blank page, existing in the world as
iconic objects, perhaps waiting for completion.
Abecedarian Gallery, 910 Santa Fe, Unit #101
Denver, CO 80204, USA
Tel: 720.282.4052 or 303.340.2110
www.abecedariangallery.com
Gallery hours are 1-5pm Thursday, Friday, Saturday, open
until 8pm 1st & 3rd Fridays.

Cabinet of Curiosities at The Enchanted Palace
Kensington Palace, London, UK
Until April 2011
As part of an exhibition at Kensington Palace, artist
Frances Kiernan was invited to work with young people
from the Prince’s Drawing School to create a series of
‘journey’ journals, celebrating journeys both geographical
and emotional. She was then commissioned to make
books in response to Princess Caroline’s life. Both hers and
the children’s books are now installed in the Cabinet of
Curiosities at The Enchanted Palace exhibition.
www.hrp.org.uk/EnchantedPalace

Book this Space: altered books exhibition is on show at
Buckinghamshire County Museum, until 26th February.
Forty artists show their altered book work in this exhibition
organised by Sparksartists, which was formed in 2001 to
reduce the isolation of visual artists working locally and
raise awareness of the arts in the local community.
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Buckinghamshire County Museum, Church Street,
Aylesbury, HP20 2QP, UK.
Mon – Sat 10am – 4pm. Free admission.
www.buckscc.gov.uk/bcc/museum/county_museum.page

The ideal book: private presses in the Netherlands,
1910-2010 Exhibition, lectures and masterclasses
Museum Meermanno | Huis van het boek
Until 20 February 2011
The Koninklijke Bibliotheek, National library of the
Netherlands and Museum Meermanno | Huis van het
boek are showing the exhibition The ideal book.
The exhibition provides a survey, for the first time, of the
private presses that have operated in The Netherlands over
the past hundred years. It revolves around people who,
in their search for the ideal book, make books at home in
small editions printed on handmade paper, in handsomelybound editions and frequently in a unique typeface.
The exhibition is accompanied by a richly illustrated book:
Paul van Capelleveen and Clemens de Wolf (eds.),
The ideal book. Private Presses in the Netherlands, 1910-2010,
Vantilt Publishers, Nijmegen, 248 pp, 240 ills.
The book is published in Dutch and English editions.
Museum Meermanno | Huis van het boek
Prinsessegracht 30, 2514 AP Den Haag
www.meermanno.nl

Aphasic Disturbance. Curated by Stephen Bury
CHELSEA space, London
Until 19th February 2011
Stephen Bury takes Roman Jakobson’s seminal essay of
1956, ‘Two types of language and two types of aphasic
disturbance’, as the starting point for this exploration
of artists’ books and artists’ multiples, mostly from the
collections of Chelsea College of Art & Design Library,
which he built up 1978-2000.
Jakobson analysed the similarity and contiguity disorders
of aphasics, which can be defined as a loss of power of
expression through speech. In the former condition, the
patient struggles to begin a sentence unless prompted;
sentences are ‘elliptical sequels’ that are supplied from
previous sentences available and general nouns can be
substituted for specific ones. In the contiguity disorder, the
patient loses the ability to make propositions; grammatically
functioning words such as conjunctions and articles are
dropped and sentences are reduced to singular words.
These conditions are reversed out by Jakobson into an axis
with a vertical for similarity/metaphor and a horizontal
for contiguity/metonymy: he then extends these axes by
mapping them onto a poetry/verse and a romanticism/
realism divide: ‘A salient example from the history of
painting is the manifestly metonymic orientation of
Cubism, where the object is transformed into a set of
synecdoches; the Surrealists responded with a patently
metaphoric attitude.’
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This exhibition explores how contiguity and narrative
operate in artists’ books and multiples, how putting
text next to image, image next to image, text next to
text, reversing the function of text and image, generates
narrative or subverts expectations of narrative. It includes
works by John Baldessari, Fiona Banner, Bernd and Hilla
Becher, Joseph Beuys, Christian Boltanski, Victor Burgin,
Neil Cummings and Marisya Lewandowska, Layla Curtis,
Douglas Huebler, Kenny Hunter, Anselm Kiefer, Sol LeWitt,
Peter Liversidge, Aleksandra Mir, Dieter Roth, Leanne
Shapton, Jane Simpson, Sarah Staton, Daniel Spoerri, and
Yoko Terauchi.
Stephen Bury has made an artist’s book especially for
the exhibition, entitled ‘Strange’, based on the removal
of all words except for adjectives from Daniel Defoe’s
‘Robinson Crusoe’. This is the fourth work in his series
exploring metonymy, which began with his samizdat-esque
contribution to ‘Volumes of vulnerabilty’, exhibited at the
Standpoint Gallery, London, in 2000.
Stephen Bury is the Andrew W. Mellon Chief Librarian of
the Frick Art Reference Library, New York. He is working
on ‘Looking backwards’, a study of science fiction utopias
and dystopias and their relationship to constructivism.
Open Tuesday - Friday: 11am - 5pm. Saturday: 10am - 4pm
CHELSEA space, Chelsea College of Art and Design
16 John Islip Street, London SW1P 4JU
Tel: +44 (0)207 514 6983
http://www.chelseaspace.org

Exhibition: ORBIT by Dragan Prgomelja
Book release: MORASS by Mathieu Desjardins
Bongoût, Berlin, Germany
Until 26th February 2011
Dragan Prgomelja (b. 1977 in Hamburg) creates clusters
of blackness and abstract compositions that confront each
other, looming like silent monoliths, in his large-scale
monochrome drawings. In ORBIT, the drawings are paired
as large diptychs animated by the aesthetic tension between
the graphic elements, the fleetingness of dust on paper and
the depths of darkness. Within his characteristic formal
minimalism - charcoal on paper exclusively - he constructs
two-dimensional sculptures of extraordinary weight,
compositions of ever darker shades of black suspended in
an undefined space.
Smudges, charcoal dust, finger prints hover around the
rich textures of the abstracted shapes like a halo or traces
of a presence, imbuing the scene with a contradictory
inaccessible narrative - that of the becoming of the drawing
itself. The creative process, and, by essence, time itself, are
thus inscribed with surprising grace both in the traces of
labour and the layers of charcoal.

The opening coincides with the release of the limited edition
screenprinted artist’s book Morass by Matthieu Desjardins
(image above).
Bongoût, Torstr. 110, 10119 Berlin, Germany
Tel: +49(0)30 280 93 758
info@bongout.org / www.bongout.org

Current and upcoming Exhibitions and Events for
Al-Mutanabbi Street Broadsides

Broadside by Frans Baake, The Netherlands

An exhibition organised by Frans Baake and Joop Visser
from 19th February - 19th March 2011 at Museum Joure,
Geelgietersstraat 1-11, 8501 CA Joure, The Netherlands.
http://www.museumjoure.nl
Two venues, organised by Evelyn Conlon at The Market
House, Market Street, Monaghan, Republic of Ireland in
February and Ilac Centre Library, Henry St., Dublin 1,
Republic of Ireland from 14th to 31st March 2011, with
a panel discussion to be held during that time at The Irish
Writers’ Centre, chaired by Professor Michael Cronin,
Translation Studies, DCU.
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In the USA, on Friday 11th February; The Literary
Southwest, in partnership with the Yavapai College
Art Gallery, offers a moving double tribute to both the
al-Mutanabbi Street incident and the significance of the
book in world culture. From 5-7 pm the Yavapai College
Art Gallery hosts an opening reception for “al-Mutanabbi
Street Starts Here,” with an exhibition of the full set of 130
collaborative broadsides (one for each person killed or
injured in the bomb blast) by global letterpress artists and
writers who created their pieces in response to the
al-Mutanabbi Street bombing. The exhibition runs from
4th Feb - 26th March. Following the gallery reception at
7 pm, The Literary Southwest presents a companion reading
featuring Beau Beausoleil, the force behind the broadside
exhibition, and renowned Iraqi-American poet Dunya
Mikhail. The reading will take place in the Yavapai College
Library’s Susan N. Webb Community Room (Bldg. 19,
Room 147) on the Prescott campus. An audience Q & A
session and a book signing follow the reading.
Yavapai College, 1100 East Sheldon St., Prescott, AZ 86301
www.yc.edu/webtools/apps/opi/news/story.asp?nid=1221

CABINET DU LIVRE D’ARTISTE: “LA PHOTOCOPIE”
A collective exhibition, Université Rennes, France
10th February - 4th April 2011
An exhibition of book and paper works produced on the
photocopier from the 1960s to the present.
Artists include: Dieter Roth, Sol Lewitt, Stanley Brouwn,
Marie-Ange Guilleminot, Michael Gibbs, Ben Kinmont,
Eric Doeringer, Continuous Project, Temporary art Services,
Sara MacKillop, David Shrigley, Eugenia Balcells, Philippe
Clerc, Lefevre Jean Claude, Jean-François Bergez, Andrew
Dadson, Sean Landers, John Coplans, Patrick Dubrac,
Jean-Luc Moulène, Véronique Hubert, Ben, Thomas
Hirschhorn, Jean-François Robic, Jonathan Monk,
Michalis Pichler, Eric Watier, Louise Neaderland, Geoffrey
Detrani, Barbara Rosenthal, Roy Colmer...
Université Rennes 2 – Campus Villejean
Bât. Érève, Place du recteur Henri Le Moal 35000 Rennes
Métro Villejean – université
Tel. 0299141586 / noury_aurelie@yahoo.fr
www.incertain-sens.org
Monday - Thursday 11am - 6pm in term time. Free entry.

The Center for Book Arts, New York is pleased to present
Everything in Time. Organised by Tate Shaw
Until 2nd April 2011
Everything in Time, a group exhibition, presents prints,
installations, videos, conceptual poetry, and bookworks
about the experience of an excess of imagery and
information. The exhibition includes twenty-six artists
with clever approaches to the surplus of information
encountered in ordinary life. Using the everyday as
a foundation, works are linked through themes of
collection, categorisation, boredom, and scale.
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Why would cultural producers in the computer age choose
to collect and catalogue unfiltered masses of information?
The problem of managing a constant glut of images and
language is a challenge of contemporary life. Without the
time to inform
ourselves of
everything, we
subcontract our
attention to a
trusted cable
news channel, a
particular photo
blog, or specific
publisher who
can filter things
for us. What if
the filters were
removed, so
that we were
truly informed
about every
specific detail
Dieter Roth, Zeitschrift für Alles
of a subject?
(Review for Everything)
Projects like
Aspen Mays’ Every Leaf on a Tree and Claude Closky’s
Three Thousand, Four Hundred, and Fifteen Friday the
13ths examine the boredom that often accompanies
an overabundance of information. The works of art
in Everything in Time give heightened importance to
underwhelming things, at an overwhelming and
frequently witty scale.
Everything in Time is organised by Tate Shaw, Director of
Visual Studies Workshop in Rochester, New York.
Artists in the exhibition include: Patti Ambrogi, Fiona
Banner, Federic Bruly Bouabre, Caryl Burtner, John Carrera,
Claude Closky, Anita Di Bianco, Chris George, Kenneth
Goldsmith, Gabriela Gründler, Sarah Jacobs, Miranda
Maher, Doug Manchee, Aspen Mays, Scott McCarney &
Skuta, Christein Meinderstma, Kristen Merola, Simon
Morris, Jason Polan, Geoffrey Alan Rhodes, Dieter Roth,
Roger Rowley, Karol Shewmaker, Marni Shindelman,
Josh Smith, and Luke Strosnider.
Admission Free. The Center for Book Arts
28 W. 27th Street, 3rd Floor, New York, NY, USA
www.centerforbookarts.org

XLIX [aka 49]
Indulgence Press at Gorecki Gallery, USA
Until 26th February 2011
A solo exhibition of photographic prints and the book
works of Indulgence Press is now on show at Gorecki
Gallery in the Benedicta Arts Center, College of Saint
Benedict/Saint John’s University in St. Joseph, MN USA
(http://www.csbsju.edu/Fine-Arts/Visual-Arts/Wilber-HChip-Schilling---XLIX-aka-49.htm).
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The show is of 49 art works by Wilber H. Schilling - aka
Chip Schilling. www.indulgencepress.com

Dahlia Elsayed - Perennial Bloom
BravinLee programs, New York
Until 5th March 2011
BravinLee programs is pleased to present Dahlia Elsayed’s
book Perennial Bloom. Writing and painting are close
processes for Dahlia Elsayed, coming in part from her
background in writing, as well as her interest in the
relationship between language and image. For over a
decade, she has been making works that synthesise an
internal and external experience of place, connecting
the topographical with the psychological. According to
Elsayed “My interest in this type of work is personal: for
three generations my family has moved from continent to
continent due to political and religious persecution.
This has fostered a deep curiosity into how story shapes
a landscape, and conversely how landscape takes a mythic
form in narrative.”
BravinLee programs, 526 West 26th Street, Suite 211
New York, New York 10001
Tel: 212 462 4404. http://bravinlee.com

Danielle Ubéda - Artists’ books and graphic works,
an exhibition at Atelier Vis-a-Vis, Marseilles, France
Until 5th March 2011
Librairie-Galerie Paradigme, 41 Rue Clovis Hugues
13003-Marseille, France. Tel: 04 91 33 20 80
ateliervisavis@gmail.com www.ateliervisavis.com

The University of Southampton presents
Print Matters: Three exhibitions of Artists’ Publications
Print Matters is the title for a group of three exhibitions,
each related to artists’ publications.
These range from seminal artists’ books produced in the
1960s, a homage to the books of Edward Ruscha, through
to the contemporary zine made by Graphic Arts students at
Winchester School of Art.

PRIGOV I, 1994. Courtesy Krings-Ernst Galerie, Köln
© Dmitrij Prigov Foundation

A visual journey through the artist’s book, curated by
Linda Newington, takes place in the Special Collections
Gallery on Level 4 of the Hartley Library. This exhibition
is grouped around four themes: beginnings, narratives,
interventions and constructions.
Follow-ed (after Hokusai) is an exhibition of books
inspired by the American artist Edward Ruscha, collected
and curated by Tom Sowden and Michalis Pichler, on show
in the Winchester Gallery.
Zines, curated by James Branch and Ciu Su, is displayed in
the Level 4 Gallery, Hartley Library. Related activities are
taking place both in the Hartley Library and at Winchester
School of Art.
Locations: The Hartley Library, which houses the Special
Collections Gallery and the Level 4 Gallery, is on the east
side of University Road, on the University of Southampton’s
Highfield Campus. The Winchester Gallery is on the
University’s Winchester School of Art campus, Park Avenue,
Winchester. Maps and travel information are available on
the University website: www.soton.ac.uk

PRIGOV - The Text Works of Dmitri Aleksandrovich
Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art, Bremen
Until 27th March 2011
Dmitri Aleksandrovich Prigov belonged to a generation
of Russian poets and artists who, in the early 1970s, broke
out of the island existence of the underground into the
surrounding ideological cosmos and explored the symbols,
myths and rituals of Soviet mass culture. Denied access
to official publication channels, Prigov – one of the most
important exponents of Moscow Conceptualism – used his
hand- and typewritten texts to make artistic objects. His
texts appeared in “editions” corresponding to the number
of typed carbon copies. They existed independently of the
Soviet Union’s state-ruled distribution sphere as Samizdat
– unprinted books produced by the author himself. A wide
diversity of written artefacts developed from the processing
and graphic manipulation of official printed material.
Studienzentrum
Weserburg | Museum of Modern Art
Teerhof 20 28199, Bremen, Germany
www.weserburg.de

Friederun Friederichs “Books as Art”
Fifth Avenue Art Gallery, Melbourne, FL, USA
1st February 2011 - 28th February 2011
The Fifth Avenue Art Gallery will present Friederun
Friederichs, a well-known German book artist, in a solo
show during the month of February 2011. Her artists’ books
and art book objects are autonomous works of art bridging
the traditional book, two dimensional art, and sculpture.
Friederun Friederichs has mastered this art form. Her work
has been purchased by many private collectors and by
famous national libraries in Europe and the United States
(for example, the National Museum for Women in the Arts,
Washington, D.C.) for their artist’s book collections.

You are invited to private views on Level 4 of the Hartley
Library on 3rd February, 4.30pm to 7.30pm and at the
Winchester Gallery on 1st February, 5pm to 7pm.
A visual journey through the artist’s book and Zines run
until 25th March 2011. The Special Collections Gallery
is open Monday to Friday, 10am to 4pm and the Level 4
Gallery is open during Library opening hours. See the
website for details. www.soton.ac.uk
Follow-ed (after Hokusai) runs from 2nd February to 10th
March 2011 and the Winchester Gallery is open Tuesday to
Friday 10am to 4.30pm.
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For many years Friederun Friederichs has been involved in
creating artworks including artists’ books and art-bookprojects. Working with different materials and techniques,
amongst others papermaking and paper painting - has lead
to experiments and transformations with a multitude of
creative ideas.

Fifth Avenue Art Gallery
1470 Highland Ave, Melbourne, FL 32935, USA
Opening Hours: Tuesday to Saturday 10am to 5pm,
Sunday 1pm to 5pm, closed Monday.
Tel: 001 321-259-8261 www.fifthavenueartgallery.com

Friederichs’ artists’ books and art-book-projects visualise
connections of various perceptions. The hand created book
objects don’t tell a continuous story in the usual sense of a
book. Occasionally they contain no or only very little text.
They connect to the knowledge of the individual viewer,
direct them to the theme presented where they will become
involved in the development of the story on a trip to new
discoveries. A typical book project always appears at first
surprising and strange, since it does not comply with
general observations.

GALLERY OF WONDER PRESENTS
Dust and Shadows (sixty-four extinctions)
By Stephen Livingstone
Until 18th Febuary 2011
Presented in a new exhibition cabinet at the West end of
the Egyptian Gallery on the First Floor of the Great North
Museum, Hancock. Open: Monday to Saturday 10am-5pm,
Sunday 2pm-5pm. www.stephenlivingstone.com
One Minute
By Shirley Chubb
Until 11th Febuary 2011
On view 24-7. The foyer entrance to the Fine Art Building
The Quadrangle, Newcastle University, NE1 7RU
The Gallery of Wonder is curated by Irene Brown and
is a conference point and exhibition facility for research
into the evocation of wonder. Fundamentally understood
as a contemporary gallery it invites exploration into the
potential of visual display to provoke enquiry and
stimulate innovative associations. Its aim is to encourage
the questioning of the conventional relationships
between art and science, gallery and museum.
For more information see: www.galleryofwonder.co.uk

The unusual format offered to the viewer is not the normal
bound codex format, each book is created exclusively
to convey the contents of the story. Through the outer
appearance of the book object’s colour, design, material and
techniques the viewer is guided through the meaning of the
work. The viewer who interacts through taking the book in
their hands, to study it, feel it, flick through it and absorb
the associations, memories and thoughts - allowing space
for the viewer’s own interpretation.
These books have limits of topics or means of materials.
From calligraphy, hand lettering, computer aided design and
drawing to watercolour, acrylic, collage, rubbing and mixed
media, nothing is taboo. Various printing techniques, by
hand or made on a press, etchings, woodcut or linocut,
all serve to convey the message through each process. The
books materials include metal, wire, card board, corrugated
paper, various papers, plastic, wood, bark, or other organic
materials, Plexiglas, scrap glass, feathers stones, shells, cloth,
leather and collected materials, depending on the topic. All
the containers, whether a cloth bound book or a slipcase are
all handmade to fit the character of the book and will always
be full of surprises.
© Friederun Friederichs. Translation by Sigi Oberlaender.
http://www.ReadingWoman.org
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A box is a box is a box
At florence loewy books by artists. Paris
A revolving exhibition of four artists’ box multiples:
No. 4 is on display until 12th February 2011
#4 Image Junky, HEAD, Genève, 2010. Leila Amacker,
Emmanuelle Antille, Estelle Balet, Jérémie Baud, Francis
Baudevin, Céline Burnand, Valentin Carron, Marylaure
Décurnex, Sylvie Fleury, Le Freistilmuseum, Jérémie Gindre,
Nelly Haliti, Pablo Hurtado, François Kohler, Beat Lippert,
Jelena Martinovic, Damián Navarro, Denis Savary, Bruno
Serralongue et Claude-Hubert Tatot.
florence loewy books by artists
9 rue de thorigny, fr-75003 Paris, France
Tel: 01 44 78 98 45. www.florenceloewy.com

Miriam Schaer is exhibiting works in
The Book: A Contemporary View
Until 17th April 2011
Carole Bieber and Marc Ham Gallery
Delaware Center for the Contemporary Arts, USA
This exhibition addresses the themes of the book as object,
subject, and concept. Stretching the definition of book, the

show includes artist-made books, deconstructed books, and
book installations. In an age where the printed book may
soon be an anachronism, artists remain fascinated by the
subject and materials of the book.

St. Joseph’s College
Alumni Room Gallery,
Tuohy Hall
245 Clinton Avenue,
between Willoughby
and DeKalb Avenues,
Brooklyn, NY, USA
Gallery Hours:
Wed, 4 - 8 pm and
Sat, 12 - 3 pm, and
by appointment.
http://www.sjcny.edu

The exhibition presents, through the work of 48 nationallyknown American artists, various conceptual and formal
approaches related to the idea of the “book.”

Fold: A Matter of Speculation
The Parfitt Gallery, Croydon, UK
Until 11th February 2011
The Parfitt Gallery is pleased to present A Matter of
Speculation, an exhibition by the artists’ group FOLD:
Clare Bryan, Sue Doggett, James Keith and Penny Stanford.

Hands of Josephus IV, Miriam Schaer

The work in this show is a series of collaborative print
and book works generated through process and exchange.
Fundamental to this process is the creation of rules as a
framework for experimentation. The rules may be predetermined by way of a theme or formula, or made mutable
by the intervention of the artists as the work progresses.

2011 Gretchen Hupfel Symposium: The Art of the Book
in the 21st Century, will be on the theme of the exhibition
with presentations by artists Buzz Spector, Brian Dettmer,
Doug Beube, Melissa Jay Craig, and the Chief of the Rare
Book and Special Collections Division, Library of Congress,
Mark Dimunation on Friday evening, March 25th and
Saturday, March 26th at the DCCA. For times, see:
http://www.thedcca.org/content/annual-gretchen-hupfelsymposium
Delaware Center for the Contemporary Arts
200 South Madison Street, Wilmington, DE 19801, USA
Hours: Tues, Thurs, Fri, Sat: 10 - 5, Weds & Sun: 12 - 5
Mon: Closed. Admission Always Free.
www.thedcca.org

Miriam Schaer is also showing book works in a two person
show. St. Joseph’s College Council for the Arts presents:
EVERYDAY FICTIONS: ARTISTS’ BOOKS AND OTHER
WORK BY MIRIAM SCHAER & SUSAN NEWMARK
St. Joseph’s College, Brooklyn, NY, USA
Until March 2, 2011
This exhibition includes Schaer’s most recent work
Baby (Not) on Board:The Last Prejudice?
Reception: Saturday, February 12, 12 - 3 pm
Gallery Talk: Tues, February 8, 12.40 pm
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Fourfold (detail) 2009, digital print

The work presented in A Matter of Speculation has been
developed from FOLD’s latest publication Instructed (2010)
and as suggested by the title, is based on a series of unrelated
directives. These include a mathematical game, a series of
composite instructions from manuals and invitations to
engage with specific mental and physical activities. The way
the exhibition will be curated is unpredictable in as much as
the ‘instructions’ for display will be picked at random from
a variety of pre-determined sources.
Parfitt Gallery, Croydon Higher Education College
Barclay Road, Croydon CR9 1DX
Tel: 020 8686 5700 Ext: 3756
www.parfittgallery.croydon.ac.uk
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Counting on Chance:
25 Years of Artists’ Books by Robin Price, Publisher
Center for Book & Paper Arts, Chicago, USA
Until 9th April 2011
This mid-career retrospective celebrates contemporary book
artist and fine press printer Robin Price. The exhibition
showcases Price’s work from her beginnings as a feminist
printer, through her fine-press work in traditional formats
and her most recent art, which is intensely collaborative and
incorporates chance. Internationally known, Robin Price
combines the highest levels of aesthetics, craftsmanship, and
technique with risk-taking in her complex, exquisite books.
Counting on Chance was adapted from an exhibition that
originated at the Davison Art Center at Wesleyan University,
curated by Suzy Taraba, Head of Special Collections, Olin
Library, Wesleyan University.

Richard Tuttle: Triumphs
Dublin City Gallery, Ireland
Until 10th April 2011

Richard Tuttle: Triumphs at Dublin City Gallery The Hugh
Lane is a site specific exhibition and collaboration with the
artist. Responding to the local as encountered in the early
Georgian architecture of the main gallery Charelmont
House (designed by Sir William Chambers in 1765) and to
The Hugh Lane collection (established in 1908), Richard
Tuttle has installed a Polysemous multipart horizontal
installation in the galley’s new wing (2006). In works such
as the shaped plywood wall reliefs of the 1990’s to recent
handmade printed paper assemblages, Richard Tuttle has
configured his artworks in new forms that have emblematic
meaning to his interest the Augustan era and its polysemous
aesthetics.

43, According to Robin Price, with Annotated Bibliography (2009)

RELATED PANEL DISCUSSION
Instigating Accidents: Chance as Strategy and Aesthetic
February 17th, 6pm. Meredith Malone, Associate Curator,
Kemper Art Museum; Robin Price, artist and publisher;
Simon Anderson, Associate Professor, School of the Art
Institute of Chicago; Judith Goldman, Harper-Schmidt
Fellow, University of Chicago
Center for Book & Paper Arts
1104 S Wabash Ave # 2, Chicago, IL, USA
Tel: (312) 369-6630. http://bookandpaper.org
Gallery Hours, Monday - Saturday, 10am to 6pm

Samford University Art Gallery, Birmingham, Alabama
2010-2011 Visiting Visual Artist Series is showing an
exhibition of artists’ books by Mary Ann Sampson until
23rd February 2011.
Mary Ann Sampson
The One-Eye Opera Co.
OEOCO Press, POB 374, Ragland, Alabama 35131
oeocopress@windstream.net
http://www.vampandtramp.com
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Coffee Lecture - Wednesday 9 February, 11am
Richard Tuttle: Books. Lecturer: Logan Sisley, Exhibitions
Curator. Talk followed by tea/coffee with lecturer.
Fee EUR 5. To book, please contact the Gallery Reception
on 01 2225564.
There is also a lecture and seminar series related to Richard
Tuttle: Triumphs in collaboration with the National College
of Art and Design. See www.hughlane.ie for further
information.
Dublin City Gallery The Hugh Lane
Charlemont House, Parnell Square North
Dublin 1, Ireland
www.hughlane.ie

Elisabeth Neudoerfl - HABITAT
Barbara Wien Wilma Lukatsch Galerie, Berlin
Until 14th February 2011
The photoseries Habitat was developed by Elisabeth
Neudoerfl (b.1968, lives and works in Berlin and Essen) as a
part of the project Ruhr Views 2010. For this project Thomas
Weski invited eleven photographers: Hilla Becher, Laurenz
Berges, Joachim Brohm, Hans-Peter Feldmann, Andreas
Gursky, Jitka Hanzlová, Candida Hoefer, Matthias Koch,
Elisabeth Neudoerfl, Joerg Sasse und Thomas Struth.
The artists reflected the perception of social reality in the
region Ruhr. Habitat 2010, series of 72 photographs, silver
gelatine (on fibre based paper, hand proof), 50 x 39.5 cm,
edition of 3 (+ 2 a.p.)

Barbara Wien Wilma Lukatsch
Galerie und Buchhandlung für Kunstbuecher
Linienstrasse 158, 10115 Berlin
www.barbarawien.de / info@barbarawien.de

On Both Sides of the Road
Johan Deumens Gallery, Leipzig, Germany
Until 13th March 2011

Kasper Andreasen, drawings print and books; Anett
Frontzek, collage drawings and books; Hans Scholten,
photographs and books. Books by Frans Baake, Peter
Spaans, Marinus van Dijke and Hans Waanders.
Johan Deumens Gallery at Spinnerei Leipzig
Halle 4B, Spinnereistrasse 7, 04179 Leipzig, Germany
Opening hours: Tues - Fri 12 - 5 pm, Sat 11am - 4 pm
www.johandeumens.blogspot.com

Alongside the series Habitat we are showing the unique
books burn, warehouse, burn (1993), venceremos (1994),
der Stadt (1998) and we are launching the new artist’s
book by Elisabeth Neudoerfl E.D.S.A. With E.D.S.A. a
complete photographic project by Neudoerfl is published.
It shows a series of 116 different views of the street
Epifanio de los Santos Avenue in Manila. This street was
the staging ground of the demonstrations against the
dictator Ferdinand Marcos in 1986 and is considered as a
symbol for the rebellion against dictatorship. At intervals of
seconds Neudoerfl took photographs alongside this famous
avenue. They assemble to a panorama with leaps in time.
She maintains the viewpoint as observer and photographs
from different angles. The book seems to be a perfect place
for the documentary photographic style and the series of
Neudoerfl. 286 pages, 212 colour photographs (of Epifanio
Delos Santos Avenue (E.D.S.A.) Manila, Philippines),
28. 5 x 22 cm, hardcover, edition of 300 signed copies,
Wiens Verlag, Berlin 2010, 68 Euro.
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Inheritance
Drawings, watercolours, prints and limited edition books
by Raoul Veroni (Milan 1913 – Buenos Aires 1992)
Galería Mar Dulce, Buenos Aires, Argentina
Until 12th March 2011
Inheritance is an exhibition that brings together some of the
many passions of this multi-faceted artist. Across a period
of almost 45 years, his love of the image, poetry, nature and
books are brought together to form a refined production
that reflects a constant search for excellence.
Raoul Veroni began his artistic career in 1936 as a
draughtsman and engraver, student of Alfredo Guido
during his time as Director of the Ernesto de la Carcova
art school in Buenos Aires. His pencil drawings from this
period are characterised by their Renaissance style, such as
the portrait of his younger sister Lucía, with her gentle
and intriguing gaze. These drawings - like his etchings
from the early 1940s - reveal a technique and level of
detail that reminds us of Dürer himself. In the later
works (for example in The Butterfly or The Branch) he also
combines the landscape of his birthplace in Northern Italy
with that of his infancy in Northwest Argentina.
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Faces of Authorship: Constructing the Author in
Medieval and Early Modern Books
Until 25th March 2011
University of Otago Library, Dunedin, New Zealand
The ‘Authorship’ exhibition is curated by Dr Simone Celine
Marshall, English Department, University of Otago. The
time-period covered by Faces of Authorship is Medieval to
Early Modern, with books on display ranging from medieval
manuscripts, printed texts from the hand-press era, and
where necessary, modern-day editions and costly facsimiles.
Each item on display calls into question the definition
of authorship and reveals that textual production in this
period was a more fluid concept than one might imagine.
The works certainly support the notion that authorship in
all its varieties is an evolving and continually changing idea.
From 1943 onwards he gradually ceased to participate
in salons and other competitions in order to dedicate
himself to the world of hand-printed editions. He created
the collections Urania and La cabellera, both dedicated to
poetry, and whose names originate from another of his
passions: astronomy. He applied his knowledge of printing
to the illustration of his own limited edition books and
little by little he established himself as an independent
publisher. He learned the rigorous arts of the printing press,
typesetting by hand, handmade paper and typography
and applied these to the production of his books featuring
Argentine, Italian and English speaking poets. These two
worlds of literature and art (not as connected as one might
think) led him to become involved with such legendary
figures as Alberto Greco, with whom he realised the book
Fiesta, Juan Rodolfo Wilcock and Enrique Banchs, as well
as lesser-known but equally interesting figures such as the
sculptor and printer María Carmen Portela or the poet
Tulio Carella.
In 1960, after 25 years of working in the Colombo graphic
studio, he established his own print studio and it was at
this time that he published his fine plaquettes by Ricardo
Molinari, Alfonsina Storni and Silvina Ocampo. Finally, in
the 1970s, he produced the delicate watercolours of flowers
and plants reminiscent of 19th Century naturalist studies.
The very last Raoul Veroni works date back to 1981, when
a long illness sadly interrupted this world of silent and
beautiful passions. Mar Dulce is honoured to present these
artworks, many of which have never before been exhibited
and in other cases have waited up to 70 years to once again
see the light. To accompany Inheritance, in +COLLECTIVE6
we present a specially curated collective of works by Tulio de
Sagastizábal, James Peck, Juliana Ceci, Pablo Cabrera, Irene
Banchero, Santiago Porter, María Elina Méndez, Ral Veroni,
Javier Mazzeo, Lola Goldstein, Cristian Turdera, Paula
Gruschky and Walter Álvarez, amongst others.
Galería Mar Dulce, Uriarte 1490 (Palermo Soho)
C1414 DAN Buenos Aires, Argentina
Tuesday-Friday 3-8pm / Saturday 11am-2pm & 3-8pm
Tel: 15 5319 3597 / galeriamardulce@gmail.com
http://galeriamardulce.blogspot.com
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The de Beer Gallery, First Floor, University of Otago Library,
65 Albany Street, Dunedin, New Zealand
Open 8.30 am to 5.00 pm Monday to Friday.
http://www.library.otago.ac.nz/SpecialCollections/
exhibitions.html

ANNOUNCEMENTS

COVER ARTIST FOR THIS ISSUE OF THE BAN:
Sharon Kivland - I am sick of my thoughts
Sharon Kivland is an artist and writer working in London
and France. Reader in Fine Art at Sheffield Hallam
University, and a Research Associate of the Centre for
Freudian Analysis and Research, London. “Publications
include A Case of Hysteria, Book Works, London, 1999.
Filigrane Editions, France, published a small book on my
work Le bonheur des femmes, a work that began in the
perfume departments of the grands magasins of Paris,
where I retreated after walking the streets in pursuit of
Marx and Freud, in the shadow of Lacan. Mine is a practice
of stupid refinement, trapped in archives, libraries, the
arcades, and the intersection of public political action and
private subjectivity.”
Forthcoming solo exhibitions:
Sharon Kivland: reproductions at AMT_project, Bratislava,
10th February to 2nd April 2011, curated by Alberto Matteo
Torri. http://amtproject.sk
Sharon Kivland: I am sick of my thoughts at Domo Baal,
London, 5th March to 9th April 2011
http://www.domobaal.com

Grahame Galleries in Brisbane
We have all seen the news of the floods that have been
sweeping through areas in Australia. Jan Davis emailed with
news of Noreen Grahame’s Grahame Galleries + Editions in
Brisbane, which was badly damaged in the flooding.

Noreen has managed to get all the artworks, artists’ books
and works on paper out before the floodwater rose, but the
gallery and her home have been completely flooded out.
Noreen is a fantastic champion of artists’ books in
Australia and has supported many artists nationally and
internationally over many years. The gallery will be closed
for at least 3 - 4 months whilst she dries out the building
before decorating and starting again. If you would like to
support her in her endeavour to get Grahame Galleries
up and running again as soon as possible, you can donate
through the link on her website at:
www.grahamegalleries.com

Jenn Lawrence in Portland Oregon emailed with details
of her new venture Letterpress pdx - mobile letterpress
education and entertainment for the Portland metro area.
“As many of you know, I’ve been enamoured with books
& reading since before I could talk. Although my work
with books has encompassed pretty much every form of
the written word (from hand-illuminated manuscripts to
e-books), I’ve been particularly inspired by the interest
and enthusiasm my workshops with letterpress and the
history of the book have sparked in students of all ages.
Teaching letterpress over the last several years has been
an increasingly fulfilling part of my life. My goal with
Letterpress pdx is to make the venerable and historic
craft of letterpress printing even more accessible, sharing
it with people of all ages.”
Jenn reached her goal for funding in January via Kickstarter
(http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/letterpresspdx/
letterpres-pdx-mobile-letterpress-education-and-en), and
would like to spread the word. “As with any new business,
the more people who hear about it the better - please
help spread the word by telling anyone you think would
be interested; teachers, artists, writers, graphic designers,
readers, and pretty much everyone! You can also “Like”
the Letterpress pdx page on facebook, and sign up for my
mailing list on the pdx website if you want to make sure
you’ll be receiving notices for mobile letterpress events all
over Portland. Jenn Lawrence - www.letterpresspdx.com
Jenn Lawrence’s friend Kyle of Power & Light press is also
doing a mobile letterpress project which reached its funding
goal on Kickstarter, Movable Type. “Kyle’s project involves
retro-fitting a truck, and travelling around the States instead
of doing events in Portland. If you have typophile friends in
other places, let them know about her project too!”
Kyle Durrie - http://powerandlightpress.com
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Minnesota Center for Book Arts (MCBA) and The Friends
of the Saint Paul Public Library are pleased to announce
Regula Russelle as the winner of the 2011 Minnesota Book
Artist Award. This annual award - presented by MCBA
and the Minnesota Book Awards, and sponsored by the
Lerner Publishing Group - recognises excellence throughout
an artist’s body of work, as well as their significant
contributions to Minnesota’s book arts community.
Previous recipients include Wilber H. “Chip” Schilling
(2010), Paulette Myers-Rich (2009), and Jody Williams
(2008).
“Art-making is cultural work,” says Russelle. “It has political
and spiritual dimensions. The central themes in my books
and prints are the deep questions in my life. Mostly, I am
haunted by the great American question, ‘What might we
become?’ How do we shape a day, a week, a communal life,
the way of the city, and the larger world beyond? Who is my
neighbour, my kin?”
Russelle began making one-of-a-kind books during
graduate work at Hamline University in the mid-1990s and
has been making books on her own and with others ever
since. In 1999, she established Cedar Fence Press, a small
independent press that publishes limited edition books and
prints (www.cedarfencepress.com). She teaches book arts
and papermaking for undergraduate and graduate students
at Augsburg College and beginning through advanced
letterpress printing at MCBA.
Russelle was awarded the 2007 Minnesota Book Award
for Fine Press, and had been named a finalist for the
same award three times previously (in 2000, 2001 and
2006). In collaboration as Accordion Press, Russelle and
fellow artist CB Sherlock were awarded a 2007-08 MCBA/
Jerome Foundation Book Arts Fellowship. Other honours
include an Artist Initiative grant from the Minnesota State
Arts Board Grant and recognition from the International
Society of Bookbinders. Her work is shown and collected
internationally.
An exhibition celebrating Russelle’s work is now on
show until 6th March at Open Book’s Cowles Literary
Commons, with a reception and presentation on Friday
4th February, from 5.30 to 7.30 pm. The reception is free
and open to the public, and will feature wine, hors d’oeuvres
and live music. Exhibits of Russelle’s work will be featured
throughout the year at venues across the state, including
Saint Paul’s Central Library this March.
Russelle will receive special recognition and an award
at the 23rd annual Minnesota Book Awards gala on
Saturday 16th April 2011 at the Crowne Plaza Hotel, Saint
Paul. Awards will also be presented that evening to the
winners of the eight book categories, the Readers’ Choice
Award (sponsored by the Pioneer Press and TwinCities.
com), and the Kay Sexton Award (sponsored by Common
Good Books) which recognises an individual for significant
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contributions to Minnesota’s literary community.
Gala tickets are now on sale.
The Minnesota Book Awards is a state-wide, year-round
outreach programme of The Friends of the Saint Paul
Public Library in partnership with the Saint Paul Public
Library and the City of Saint Paul. Please visit
www.thefriends.org for more information about the
Minnesota Book Awards. For more information on
Minnesota Center for Book Arts, visit www.mnbookarts.org

A Call to Book Artists from Beau Beausoleil, for:
An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street
The Al-Mutanabbi Street Coalition is issuing a call to book
artists to work on a project to “reassemble” some of the
“inventory” of the reading material that was lost in the 2007
car bombing of al-Mutanabbi Street. We are asking book
artists to join our project and further enhance the work of
the Coalition by honouring al-Mutanabbi Street, by creating
work that holds both “memory and future,” exactly what
was lost that day. We ask that you create 3 books for the
project, which is raising funds for Médecins Sans Frontières.
We have 105 artists on board to date.
If you would like to know more, or would like to join this
project, please download the pdf at
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/mutancall10.htm
If you have any questions please contact us, we would love
to have you contribute to the project.
An Inventory Of Al-Mutanabbi Street
Beau Beausoleil - overlandbooks@earthlink.net
Sarah Bodman - Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Contact either one of us from any other Book Artist
worktable around the globe!!

COURSES, LECTURES, CONFERENCES & WORKSHOPS
New courses for 2011 at Rabley Drawing School in
Wilthsire include:
SKETCHBOOK WORKSHOP with Sandy Sykes
Thursday 26 May 2011 One-day Drawing workshop
An intensive ‘ideas’ sketchbook workshop. Working in
response to a cascade of inspiring prompts you will use
selected drawn imagery with a range of materials and tools
within the space of a sketchbook and develop new creative
methods.
To see all available courses and to book online visit:
http://www.rableydrawingcentre.com

There are spaces available on the Letterpress Summer
School, led by Tom Sowden. Monday 25th - Friday 29th July
2011. www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm

Bookbinding for beginners, 5-week Evening Class
Tuesday 3rd May - Tuesday 31st May 2011
Led by Tom Sowden

(2.5 hours per week 5.30-8pm) Limited to 8 places.
An introduction to bookbinding covering 5 different
techniques from a simple pamphlet stitch and Japanese
stab bound books, through to long stitch, the French sewn
flatback and perfect binding. The course fee covers all
basic materials, and teas / coffees. Bookbinding tools
will be provided for use, and are also available to buy for
future work. £175 full price / £140 concessions
Any questions on the course content email:
Tom.Sowden@uwe.ac.uk
Bookings email Jesse Heckstall-Smith:
Jesse.Heckstall-Smith@uwe.ac.uk
2011 Summer Schools at the Centre for Fine Print
Research, UWE Bristol include:
Bookbinding for artists
Led by Guy Begbie. Monday 4th - Friday 8th July 2011
Inkjet and Laser Cutting for Arts and Crafts
Led by Paul Laidler and Tom Sowden
Monday 11th - Weds 13th July 2011

NEW! Evening Classes at the Centre for Fine Print
Research, UWE Bristol
Letterpress Printing 8-week Evening Class, led by Tom
Sowden in February - March 2011is now fully booked.
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Advanced Bookbinding for artists
Led by Guy Begbie. Monday 18th - Friday 22nd July 2011

Creative Laser Cutting
Led by Claire Phipps
Monday 18th - Wednesday 20th July 2011
Letterpress
Led by Tom Sowden. Monday 25th - Friday 29th July 2011
Home Made Rubber Stamp and book Workshop
Led by Stephen Fowler. Tuesday 26th-Weds 27th July 2011
To book a place on any of these courses, or for more
information please visit:
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/cpd.htm

Spring classes are open for registration at
The San Francisco Center for the Book, USA
The San Francisco Center for the Book offers more than
300 workshops each year in four broad categories: Printing,
Binding, Related Arts and Artist Professional Development.
Registration begins immediately and continues throughout
the semester. You are encouraged to register early, as class
size is limited and classes are filled on a first-come, firstserved basis. You may register in person, by phone, or
online. To see all the available classes visit:
http://sfcb.org/workshops/register

Simon Goode - Book Workshops - Spring 2011:
Saturday 19th and Sunday 20th February 2011
Introduction to Bookbinding
Birmingham Printmakers
£95 (£85 for members and students)
Learn the basics of bookbinding: making your own books
by hand. The course covers: single-section bindings, singlesheet Japanese binding, how to incorporate prints into a
book, the accordion fold book, an introduction to artists’
books, and multi-section hardback case binding.

Learn the basics of bookbinding: covering single-section
bindings, single-sheet Japanese binding, the accordion fold
book, an introduction to artists’ books, and presenting your
work in book form.
Saturday 19th March 2011
No Glue Required
Birmingham Printmakers
£45 (£40 for members and students)
One-day introduction to non-adhesive binding, including
Japanese stab binding and Coptic binding techniques.
Saturday 9 April 2011
No Glue Required 2
Birmingham Printmakers
£45 (£40 for members and students)
A second, one-day session exploring non-adhesive binding.
The day will cover longstitch and buttonhole stitch binding
techniques.
Simon Goode - www.simongoode.co.uk
e: simonalangoode@gmail.com
t: twitter.com/simongoode

Free Comics Workshops in London
Tuesdays and Wednesdays, 5-7 pm until 10th May 2011
Free comics workshops at londonprintstudio.
Have you ever read Scott Pilgrim or seen Sin City?
Do you enjoy telling tales or scribbling stories?
Then look no further. We are running comics workshops
for 16-20 year olds. Learn skills with comics industry
professionals and see your work published in a comics
anthology. Find out all about it at:
http://www.londonprintstudio.org.uk/Events.html
londonprintstudio, 425 Harrow Road, London, W10 4RE.
www.londonprintstudio.org.uk

ASSOCIAZIONE PROFESSIONE LIBRO
Some upcoming courses
BOXES - III (International) Milan, 19th - 23rd February,
with Cor Aerssens and Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo.
Cor Aerssens, Dutch box maker and bookbinder, brings his
25 years of experience with him, to lead this workshop.
LOOSE AND SIMPLE BINDINGS I, Stockholm,
Sweden, 31st March - 3rd April, with Cristina Balbiano
d’Aramengo. After other eight successful editions in a few
years, this amazing and surprising collection of models is
again offered to open-minded lovers of bookbinding and
related crafts.
Saturday 26th and Sunday 27th February 2011
Bookbinding for Beginners
Hosted by Jotta (www.jotta.com)
12 Newburgh St, London W1F 7RP
£85 (£75 for early-bird booking and students)
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LOOSE AND SIMPLE BINDINGS II, Monte Mesma,
20th - 25th June, with Cristina Balbiano d’Aramengo and
Cor Aerssens. After the great success of Loose & simple
Bindings I, the follow-up with, again all kind of unusual
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booklets, envelopes, pamphlets, cases, folders and so forth,
based just on folding, cutting and sometimes sewing,
without any glue.
More information on these and other new courses can be
found at: http://www.professionelibro.it
ASSOCIAZIONE PROFESSIONE LIBRO Fine Bindings,
Book Conservation. Via A. Del Bon, 1 - 20158 Milan, Italy.

bookbindingworkshops.com
Lori Sauer, Fellow of Designer Bookbinders.
Workshops on Alternative Structures. February courses are:
Coptic Binding, The Blizzard Book and Box Making.

Typography: Poetry Meets Contemporary Art” on Friday
11th February, 10am - 5pm. Learn from one of Europe’s
typographic masters in this printing workshop where
you’ll create shapes using wood type. Register online at:
http://sfcb.org/civicrm/event/info?reset=1&id=234

ARTISTS’ BOOKMAKING WEEKEND at Badger Press
26th - 27th March, with Ciara Healy
(http://www.ciarahealy.com) A 2-day bookmaking course
introducing a number of different creative bookmaking
techniques and approaches. The book types will include an
Accordion Book, a Tunnel Book, a Flutter Book, Japanese
Stab Binding and a Case Bound Note Book. Participants
will be able to use these book forms to adapt them to suit
own creative projects, be it to integrate and present prints,
make a tailor-made sketchbook or journal, use it for telling
a story etc. The Workshop is suitable for both beginners
and those with more experience. Some materials will be
provided. This course proved very popular last term and
was over-subscribed, so book early to avoid disappointment.
Fee: £110. Tutor: Ciara Healy
Badger Press, Unit 4, Claylands Road Ind.Estate, Bishops
Waltham, Hants, SO32 1BH www.badgerpress.org

The location for these is in central Wiltshire, UK.
See the website for more details and other courses:
www.bookbindingworkshops.com

DESIGNER BOOKBINDERS LECTURES 2011
Next Lecture: Tuesday 1st March, 6.30 pm
JEN LINDSAY: Equivalents - Approaches to Making:
How can we create our best work? By looking at the work
of various artists and makers this talk suggests ways in
which we can develop the conditions for creative thinking
and making.
The Art Workers Guild, 6 Queen Square, London WC1.
Nearest underground stations: Holborn and Russell Square
Admission: DB members £5, non-members £7, students
£2.50 per lecture. Further details from Julia Dummett
and Rachel Ward-Sale: Tel: 01273 486 718 / lectures@
designerbookbinders.org.uk

The CODEX Third International Book Fair and
Symposium, 6th - 9th February 2011 on the campus of the
University of California, Berkeley, USA
Meet hundreds of book artists and enthusiasts from
around the globe as they showcase their work and celebrate
the world of fine printing and book arts. The book fair
will be held on the 2nd floor of the Martin Luther King
Student Union, at the top of Telegraph Avenue. The price
of admission to the fair for the general public, for four
days is $20. A single-day ticket is $10. A four-day ticket
for students (with I.D.) is $5. For a full list of speakers and
exhibitors visit: www.codexfoundation.org/bookfair.html
In conjunction with CODEX, The San Francisco Center
for the Book will host : Johannes Strugulla “Experimental
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START PRESS! Printing returns to Fleet Street
St Bride Foundation will be holding classes for those who
wish to learn the ‘black art’ of letterpress printing for the
first time since 1922. This actually means that printing
presses will be rolling in Fleet Street once again!
Instruction will be given by established letterpress printers.
Participants will literally be able to “print a piece of history”
using the antique presses and blocks housed by the library.
For dates or to book, visit: http://printworkshop.stbride.org

Bookbinding workshops at the Owl & Lion Gallery
A schedule of workshops in bookbinding, including evening
courses and full day workshops are taught at Owl & Lion
Gallery by resident Master Bookbinder Isabelle Ting.

5 Week Courses
Conservation and Repairs, 8th March - 5th April
Intensive Traditional Bookbinding, 10th March - 7th April
One day Coures

Coptic Binding, 5th March
Tunnel Books, 12th March
Concertinas, 13th March
Weekend Courses
Traditional Bookbinding Intensive, 26th - 27th March
Isabelle Ting, Owl & Lion Gallery
15 Grassmarket, Edinburgh EH1 2HS
www.owlandliongallery.com

Streamlined Style:
Contemporary Decorative Techniques for Leather Bindings
A two-day workshop with Karen Hanmer, 19th - 20th
March at The Center for Book & Paper Arts
Columbia College, USA
Students will learn a variety of decorative techniques for
use on leather bindings. These techniques require minimal
equipment, and some can also be applied to cloth or paper.
Techniques demonstrated will include: backpared onlays,
inlaid lines, stamping texture into leather, feathered onlays,
Lacunose (abstract sanded leather collage), various inlay
techniques, laminating a paper illustration for use as an
inlay, sculptural boards, and transfer of a computer-printed
onlay design on paper to leather. Students’ completed set of
four goatskin plaquettes together with a detailed handout
will be a valuable reference for future projects.
March 19 - 20, 10am - 5pm.
Limited to 10 students
Pre-requisite: Experience working with leather bindings.
$175 (Members $157) + $40 materials fee
All community classes are held at the Columbia College
Chicago Center for Book and Paper Arts, 1104 South
Wabash, 2nd floor, Chicago, IL 60605.
To Register: Please call 312.369.6630
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The Sixth Annual Justin Howes Memorial Lecture
Bridewell Hall, St Bride Foundation, London
Tuesday 22nd February 2011 at 7pm
John A. Lane - Printing Types in the Dutch Golden Age:
Nicolaes Briot, Christoffel van Dijck & Nicolaus Kis
The mainstream in the evolution of printing types, like
many cultural developments, shifted from France to
the southern Low Countries in the second half of the
sixteenth century, Holland in the seventeenth and England
& Scotland in the eighteenth. Types from sixteenthcentury France and the Low Countries and from most of
the eighteenth-century British foundries have been well
catalogued, including the work of great punchcutters
like Garamond, Granjon, Van den Keere and Caslon. But
Nicolaes Briot – possibly the most important figure in the
Dutch ‘golden age’ – remains almost unknown, the types
of the more famous Christoffel van Dijck are best known
from specimens issued by his successors, and those of
Nicolaus Kis from re-cuttings made in the 1920s from a few
surviving sets of matrices (issued under the name Janson).
Recently discovered specimens issued by seventeenthcentury Dutch typefounders help paint a better picture of
the seminal work of these and other masters, and research
in archives and libraries fills many of the remaining gaps. In
an illustrated lecture, John Lane shows types by these Dutch
masters and suggests that Briot’s roman types served as the
principal models for Van Dijck, Kis and Caslon.
John A. Lane is a freelance historian of printing types,
typefounding and type specimens, also specialising in
analytical bibliography, paper and watermarks, and
archival research. He teaches at Amsterdam University’s
summer school and the Plantin Genootschap in Antwerp,
has worked for antiquarian book dealers and taught
typography at the University of Reading. He received a
2006 Guggenheim Fellowship and awards from the Printing
Historical Society, Bibliographical Society of America and
American Printing History Association. His many books
and articles discuss the history of printing types from the
fifteenth to the twenty-first century.
Full details: http://stbride.org/events
Admission is free but by pre-booked ticket only
Tickets: http://printing-types-in-the-dutch-golden-age.
eventbrite.com/

The Great International Summer Workshop of 2011
WIRE EDGE BINDING - Exciting Summer Workshop at
Capellagården, Sweden, July 25 - August 5, 2011
Master bookbinder Daniel E Kelm from the Wide Awake
Garage (www.GarageAnnexSchool.com) in Easthampton,
MA, introduces his own invention, the Wire Edge Binding.
Bring your senses to life and indulge in this high density
learning workshop at beautiful Capellagården.
The range of books being produced today by book artists
is truly remarkable. Some diverge wildly from what we
recognise as traditional book form, others play with slight
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variations. A good measure of success is how well all the
elements are integrated. Whether you wish to produce an
elegant codex of sewn signatures - even one comprised
of problematic paper (pulpy and soft or thick and stiff) or are interested in creating a non-traditional book that
is sculptural, wire edge binding can help you achieve your
goals. In fact, Kelm invented the wire edge structures in
order to deal with just such challenges. Wire edge styles
use metal wire along the binding edge. The metal wire
is exposed at regular intervals along the edge, creating
knotting or sewing stations where thread attaches one page
or signature to the next. The result in all cases is a binding
that opens exceptionally smoothly and flexibly.

Religio Mathematica, unique artist book by Daniel E. Kelm;
produced with the assistance of Kylin Lee, D. Christopher Lenaerts,
and Glenn Leonard, 1990–2007. Religio Mathematica was inspired
by a toy given to Kelm by an English friend, Mary Bartlett.
He decided to include no words or images in the book, as he
says, “to see if the body of the book could tell a story.” Using the
alchemical color scheme (black = earth, white = water, yellow = air,
red = fire) the unfolding of the book alternately exposes and hides
differently colored surfaces, creating the potential for personal
and open-ended interpretive narratives. Kelm, for example, feels
that the closed red cube represents potential, or what he calls
“undifferentiated energy.” When manipulated, a great number of
forms are revealed. The image above shows the book in its wooden
box. Kelm considers this configuration the birth of the universe.
And the second image below shows the lotus flower, a form
evocative of the ending of the universe.

All levels of experience are welcome. Download the
workshop description and get all the information you
need at The GAS: www.GarageAnnexSchool.com
For information on Kylin Lee Achermann, Daniel E Kelm’s
assistant in the second week: www.kylinlee.com
CAPELLAGÅRDEN
BK is beginning a collaboration with Capellagården, on the
island Öland, south east of Sweden. The Capellagården was
founded by the famous designer, Carl Malmsten and offers
two and three year programmes in furniture design, textiles,
ceramics and gardening, all in the spirit of Carl Malmsten.

It is in this nurturing environment that we shall work,
share meals and spend time together. The workshops are
open 24 hours a day. However, a summer workshop offers
more than only work. We will have the chance to meet with
participants of other summer workshops, make informal
visits and even maybe have some philosophical discussions
over a glass of wine at sunset. http://www.capellagarden.se
For bookings contact the organiser - Helene Jouper
e-mail: helene@bokbindarkompetens.se
www.bokbindarkompetens.se
Helene Jouper Design, Fryksdalsbacken 34
SE-123 43, Farsta, Sweden. www.helenejouper.se

Workshop registration for Spring 2011 at Minnesota
Center for Book Arts is now OPEN!
Visit http://www.mnbookarts.org and check out the
incredible offerings for all levels, from our uber-popular
introductory workshops (Letterpress I, Intro to Binding,
etc.), to fun skill-building courses on specific topics (altered
books, scratch negative printing, cartonnage, paste paper
and MANY more), to in-depth explorations that will take
your skills to a whole new level (Extreme Boxmaking,
Letterpress II, Full Leather Binding...).
We also have a great variety of opportunities for our
youngest artists, who work side-by-side with their families
on real art projects from handmade Valentines to Earth Day
recycled papermaking! Now is the time to grab your spot in
that workshop you’ve been waiting for, before it sells out!
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Want even more time in the studios? Open Studios offered
throughout Spring: Binding - Letterpress - Screenprinting
- Marbling - Paste Paper - Papermaking - Bindery Cutting
Equipment Training. Check the Adult Workshop schedule
for all the details!

OPPORTUNITIES

Unless otherwise noted, all events are held at Minnesota
Center for Book Arts, located in the Open Book building
at 1011 Washington Ave. S. in Minneapolis. For a map,
directions and more information, call 612.215.2520 or
visit www.mnbookarts.org.

To create more public awareness for the book as an
independent genre of art production, the EU-funded
project “Artists’ Books on Tour – Artist Competition and
Mobile Museum” was launched in June 2010 by the MAK
– Austrian Museum of Applied Arts / Contemporary Art
(Vienna) in cooperation with the MGLC – International
Centre of Graphic Arts (Ljubljana) and the UPM – Museum
of Decorative Arts (Prague).

Spring Printmaking Workshops at
36 Lime Street with Theresa Easton
Working in a professional glass & print studio in the heart
of Newcastle’s cultural quarter, participants will be able to
create their own original designs onto glass or create a series
of hand printed books in the following workshops:
Hand made printed books workshop

Saturday 26th February 2011, 10am - 4pm
This workshop with Theresa Easton aims to introduce you
to simple textural prints using relief printing techniques
and found materials. The first part of the day will be spent
creating experimental prints. The afternoon session will
give you the chance to transform your prints into unique
artists books, such as ‘sculpture books’ which will fold into
a small box, pamphlet stitch and concertina style books.
£55. 7 places available.

Artist Competition: Artists’ Books on Tour
Description: Artists’ Books on Tour – Artist Competition
and Mobile Museum

The core activities of the project cover:
1. The implementation of a competition among European
artists
2. The evaluation of the results by an international jury
awarding the best submissions
3. The presentation of selected works in a “Mobile Museum”
touring several European cities.
The contest call (core activity no. 1) is now open.
Participating artists are requested to register by
28th February 2011, the deadline to submit their artworks
(completed objects or conceptual papers) is May 2nd 2011.
For further information (such as eligibility, prizes, terms
and conditions, contact data) please visit
http://www.abot.mak.at
Response deadline: 28/02/2011
Contact: Kathrin Pokorny-Nagel
Contact phone: 0043 1 71136250
Contact e-mail: abot@mak.at

Screenprinting onto Glass

Saturday 5th - Sunday 6th March 2011, 11am - 5pm
£140. 5 places available.
To book on either course, payment must be made in
advance. Telephone: Theresa Easton 07981381830.
For further information about the courses, booking and
local transport and accommodation details, email:
theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk
Web: www.axisweb.org/artist/theresamariaeaston
36 Lime Street, Ouseburn Valley
Newcastle-upon-Tyne, NE12PQ
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ARTIST’S BOOK YEARBOOK 2012 - 2013
Publication date: Autumn 2011
Yes, it is that time again already!
Artists, publishers, bookshops, galleries, libraries,
organisations, institutions, centres, studios, presses, etc.
can list their relevant artworks, books or services in the
next issue of the Artist’s Book Yearbook.
THESE LISTINGS ARE FREE OF CHARGE.
Please email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk for a copy of
the form to fill in and return.
ALL LISTINGS DUE BY 12th APRIL 2011

Doverodde Book Arts Festival, 2nd - 5th June 2011
A beautiful meeting place in North Jutland for book artists
In the old restored merchant’s warehouse in Doverodde
by the Limfjord, our festival is a meeting place for both
participants and visitors. Amidst the beautiful countryside
you can experience book arts both formally - exhibition and
talks - and informally - stands, workshops and book café.
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Themed exhibition of book arts 2nd June - 26th June
Participants: practising artists and crafts folk.
Works: artists’ books, book-objects, hand bound books, etc.
selected from submissions. Theme for 2011: ... in the air
Only works treating the theme will be included in the main
exhibition. Official opening 3rd June. Insurance: works in
our care will be covered by our insurance. We will return
works by, and cover the cost of, regular parcel post.
The theme is
“… in the air”
… in the air / ... i luften
…something is in the air
something invisible? something intangible? something
physical? something mechanical? oxygen, nitrogen, Co2,
particles, clouds, kites, planes, ghosts, spaceships, castles, rain,
snow, wind, birds, bees, flying bicycles, ... love?
or maybe it’s just your book hanging from above.
Stands 3rd - 5th June, 10am - 5 pm each day
On top floor of warehouse - 24 tables (85 x 120 cm) - show,
discuss and sell. Some tables have wall space available for
display. There is a 100 DKK / EUR 13.50 booking fee –
payable on arrival – incl. rental of white tablecloth for stand.
Coffee/tea is provided (free) for stand-holders during
opening hours
Contact information:
Liz Hempel-Jørgensen: Project coordinator
Mette-Sofie Ambeck: Consultant, network site
http://nordicbookarts.ning.com
Karin Nikolaus: Leader, Limfjordscentret, +45 97959266
www.bookarts-doverodde.dk
mail@bookarts-doverodde.dk

Two week studio residency for a “book artist”
A.I.R. Studio in Paducah, KY; June 18-July 1, 2011
Artist must send eight images of artwork, resumé and
paragraph of intent in an email by March 20th to:
studio4214@yahoo.com
A.I.R. (artist in residence) studio and efficiency apartment,
located in Paducah, Kentucky’s’ Lower Town Arts District.
Only steps away from galleries, studios and six blocks from
the Ohio River. Artist residents have the option of making
art in small town peace and quiet or engaging with the
artist community or both. The largest quilt museum in
the country is within walking distance, as are BrokenStone
Print Studio and the Yeiser Art Center. If you can consider a
longer stay check out class offerings at the nearby Paducah
School of Art.
Space includes a studio with skylights, high ceilings,
ample wall space, utility sink and a rear dock. The rear door
accommodates large work. The efficiency includes a cozy
sleeping area, kitchen and tiny dining area. Washer/dryer,
A/C and ceiling fan(s), computer w/internet access.
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A.I.R. is spacious enough for a couple. Length of stay is
negotiable. Rates are $950 per month and $550 for two
weeks. Shorter stays can be arranged.
Applicants must send online a one page resume,
representative samples of work and a statement of intent.
CONTACT: Alonzo Davis: 301-454-0433
A.I.R. Studio 621 Madison St, Paducah, KY 42001, USA
Email: alonzodavis@yahoo.com
http://airstudiopaducah.blogspot.com

Call for papers: Book Design from the Middle Ages to the
Future - Traditions and Evolutions
Date: 29th - 30th September 2011
Venue: University of Antwerp, Antwerp, Belgium
Deadline for abstracts: 28 February 2011
The objective of this international congress is to explore
traditions and innovations in book design and typography
from the manuscript era to the age of the electronic book.
The following questions will be addressed: How did the
design of books evolve during the Middle Ages, the early
modern period and beyond? Which traditions survived
the successive transitions from manuscripts to hand
press books in the early modern period, at the end of the
eighteenth century (the period of mechanisation and
automatisation), and at the end of the twentieth century
from the paper book to the electronic book? How did
the changing conditions of production and use affect the
appearance and content of books? Which elements endured
and which ones were altered or disappeared? How is the
design of books embedded in culture and how do the arts
interact where the presentation of texts is concerned?
Twenty-minute papers are invited addressing different
aspects of book design, typography and book layout from a
comparative or long-term perspective. They may deal with
single aspects, such as title pages, type and illustrations,
or with strategies for the articulation of texts, such as
rubrication, colour, typographical white, ornaments and
initials. Contributions should focus on traditions and
the long-term evolution of book design, or explore the
interaction of different cultures that have influenced the
typography of books in neighbouring regions.
Keynote speaker: Prof David McKitterick (Cambridge
University). Confirmed speakers include Dr Erik
Kwakkel (Leiden University) & Prof Gerard Unger
(Leiden University). The congress will be preceded by a
Miræus Lecture in the Nottebohm Hall of the Antwerp
Erfgoedbibliotheek Hendrik Conscience, and will be
followed by a guided tour of the Museum Plantin Moretus
in Antwerp on Saturday 1 October. For further information
& questions, please contact Dr Goran Proot, University
of Antwerp, Grote Kauwenberg 18, room d218, b-2000
Antwerp, Belgium.
Please send twenty-line abstracts by 28th February 2011
to: goran.proot@gmail.com

Brijesh Patel is looking for a book arts apprenticeship in
London, UK: As a complete novice to the world of book
arts, I would like to spend time as an assistant/intern with
an artist working in the field of book arts / book binding in
London. I am a fine art photographer that has just begun
exploring the genre for my work and feel that exposure to
being an assistant would be a great start for me. I want to
learn binding, printing, and both art and craft aspect of
making Artists’ Books.
I am a fast learner, good with hands and able to assist on
weekends as well. I am based in central London and able
to travel. I am also open to offers of barter, whereby I
can offer my photography skills in exchange. If there is a
willing mentor out there, would be great to hear from you.
Email: contact@brijesh-patel.com / Tel: 07861 369 336

minimum of 3. The exhibition will require two copies for
exhibition. The artist can retain the third copy for their
records.
s Deadline for receipt of work Friday 29th July 2011
s 4HE SELECTORS DECISION IS lNAL
s 4O SUBMIT WORK EMAIL THERESA?EASTON YAHOOCOUK
requesting a submission form.

Call for Artist Entries - SKETCH 2011
Open Sketchbook Drawing Prize
SKETCH 2011 Open Sketchbook Drawing Prize and
exhibition of artists’ sketchbooks at Rabley Drawing Centre
promotes the diversity and importance of drawing and the
role of the sketchbook in contemporary fine art practice.
The sketchbooks are chosen for the exhibition through
open submission by artists resident or domiciled in the UK.

The Sunderland Book Project - Open Call for Submissions
The Sunderland Book
Project invites national
and international artist’s,
designers, bookmakers
and printmakers to design
and make an artist’s book,
pamphlet, zine or comic
inspired by the North East
of Englands coastal city
of Sunderland. Choose
from the city’s rich history
in seafaring, industrial
heritage and glass making,
(to name just a few) or
document contemporary
landmarks such as the Stadium of Light, University City and
the Aquatic Centre boasting the only 50m swimming pool
between Leeds and Edinburgh!

The selection panel includes Deanna Petherbridge, Author
of ‘The Primacy of Drawing’; Sandy Sykes, Artist and
Meryl Ainslie, Director of Rabley Drawing Centre. It is
planned to tour to other venues throughout the UK in
2011/12. Prizes: SKETCH 2011 First Prize £1,000 and an
Arboreta Student Sketchbook Award. Exhibition at Rabley
Drawing Centre, 2 April - 28 May 2011.

Exhibition - The project kicks off with an exhibition of
work made by Sunderland enthusiasts who recently took
part in a 10 week print & bookmaking workshop lead by
Theresa Easton. Based at Creative Cohesion, Sunderland’s
new cultural venue in the heart of Sunniside, the exhibition
brings together a series of hand made printed books
exploring the geography, history and cultural calendar of
the city. Creative Cohesion, 20-21 Nile St, Sunderland,
Tyne and Wear SR1 1EY. Tel: 0191 565 5331

Women’s Studio Workshop
Artists are invited to work at WSW as a part of our
Fellowship Programme, Artists’ Books Grants, Residencies,
Internships, or to learn new skills in our Summer Arts
Institute and community workshop series.

Background - The aim of the project is to collect a wide
range of unique interpretations of the city of Sunderland
from around the world. The books will be exhibited in
national and international venues, reflecting the cities
international export tradition. This is a touring exhibition
and has strict guidelines.
Submission guidelines
s 7ORK TO BE NO LARGER THAN XXCM
s 4HE ARTIST CAN CHOOSE THE EDITION SIZE BUT MUST BE A
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Artist’s online registration deadline 28 February 2011
www.rableydrawingcentre.com/courses/sketch-2011.htm
Submissions by post or in person: 16 - 18 March 2011
Contact Meryl Ainslie & Kim Wood
Rabley Drawing Centre CIC, Rabley Barn, Mildenhall
Marlborough, Wiltshire SN8 2LW
Email: info@rableydrawingcentre.com
Telephone: 01672 511999
www.rableydrawingcentre.com

Upcoming opportunities: Postmark Deadline March 15th
Studio Fellowship
This opportunity is designed for artists working in any of
the WSW studios. Artists may apply for four- to six-week
sessions between September and June. Applications can be
downloaded online
http://www.wsworkshop.org/_art_opp/artoppfellow.htm
Art-in-Education Fellowship
This teaching-based fellowship allows artists who work in
intaglio, silkscreen, or hand papermaking to work on their
own project for four weeks, then spend four weeks teaching
local grade school students.
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Applications can be downloaded online at:
www.wsworkshop.org/_art_opp/artopp_fellow_aie.htm
Women’s Studio Workshop
PO Box 489, Rosendale, NY 12472, USA
Tel 845.658.9133 / Fax 845.658.9031

INTERNET NEWS

HAPPY CLOUDS (conversation with a cloud)
by Andi McGarry “Look - happy clouds are arriving…”
“Talk to me some more clouds” I said… “We can talk to you
all day “ replied the clouds… Originally an artist’s book I
made in 1986, it is now a film and a song. Incorporating
animated sequences spray paint, drawing, collage and real
life. Also it features the amazing guitar of Niall Lacey.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PHAWnkavN_A

From Annette Disslin in Germany:
Dear friends of fine printing and bookarts, I have updated
both my English and my German websites:
www.bleikloetzle-goes-british.de and www.bleikloetzle.de
You can now also find bleiklotzle on facebook!
Extra very special notice: Media designer Sven Loffler
produced his video on Letterpress Printing “Schwarze
Kunst” in my premises and you can watch it on YouTube:
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FhE7XB-24DI

Tracey Rowledge has updated her website with new work
and forthcoming exhibitions: www.traceyrowledge.co.uk

Bharti Parmar has a new website: www.bhartiparmar.com

From Jürgen Wegner of Brandywine Archive, in Australia
who noticed this on the Green Chair Press website
(www.greenchairpress.com/blog). A lovely selection of
posters, BiblioPulp - tales from the underbelly of the
rare book world. With titles such as What are they worth,
bookman?; Bibliobimbo; They made me a book collector.
View/buy at: http://www.heldfond.com/bibliopulp.php

Also from Jürgen Wegner: a link to METAL TYPE the place for Printers and Typesetters who remember the
old days of Letterpress Printing to come and reminisce.
The site originally concentrated on the ingenious Linotype
mechanical typesetting machine invented by Ottmar
Mergenthaler in 1884 which remained the mainstay of
newspaper production for almost a century. Site highlights
include: Stories, Pictures, Forum Videos, Instruction
Manuals, Library and links to live sales.
www.metaltype.co.uk
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Katriona Chapman, illustrator (Tomatito Press) has
published an interview with Ed Boxall (Pear Box Press)
which you can read on her website:
http://katrionachapman.blogspot.com

Scott McCarney in the USA, has added 30 new works to
his site (most created in 2009/2010): “New digital editions
can be found behind the “New Work” label; The whole of
“Encyclopornia” shown in the fall of 2010 at the Western
New York Book Arts Center as part of Beyond/In Western
New York has been digitised; and “Off The Shelf: Sculpture,
Objects & Installation” finally has content after three years
of “coming soon”.” http://scottmccarneyvisualbooks.com

From Andrew Norris in Croatia:
Scenes from a village 28 - Kestenijada / Harvest Festival
The kestenijada, or harvest festival, celebrates the time when
people go to the woods to gather kesteni, or sweet chestnuts.
The smell of roasting chestnuts, like that of wood smoke, is
really the essence of Autumn.
At this kestenijada, as in others organised in this part of the
country, there is an opportunity for everyone to try local
produce and, of course, kesteni, accompanied by music
from the local cultural societies who come to play and sing
keeping alive the memory and spirit of the songs and dances
that are typical of this region.
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x5wur4rgg20

From Carmencho Arregui in Italy:
Tomorrow’s Past Paris 2010
Visit here to see it: www.outofbinding.com/2010.htm
For more information about the new books, the binders and
the new bindings’ materials and techniques, visit here and
click on each binder’s name:
http://www.outofbinding.com/tp_binders.htm
Tomorrow’s Past 2011 bindings will be exhibited at the Paris
Book Fair, thanks to the Librairie Jammes (Grand Palais, 30
April - 1 May 2011). www.outofbinding.com

From Simon Goode, a link to some beautiful examples of
Album d’Alphabets Publicitaires (1946)
http://bibigreycat.blogspot.com/2011/01/album-dalphabetspublicitaires-1946.html

From Ken Leslie in the USA: In June 1999, while I was
in residence at the Gestavinnustofa, Iceland, I painted
Sólstöður à Akureyri, a 24-page circular artist’s book that
followed the sun, one page per hour, as it circled the full
360º panorama of the city as seen from Akureyrarkirkja.
Since then I have painted similar cycle books around the
Arctic in summer and in winter - in Kotzebue Alaska,
P.T.O. FOR MORE BOOK ARTS NEWS…

Iqaluit Canada, Inari Finland, Kjøllefjord Norway and
Longyearbyen Svalbard. It is with great pleasure that
I returned to paint the winter version of my Akureyri
summer book in January 2011. These works are painted
in watercolour on folded paper, opening to large 125 cm
diameter circles. Ken Leslie was at gallerí BOXi from
6th-12th January for the exhibition where he was working
on the Akureyri Winter Cycle. For details see:
http://mynd.blog.is/blog/mynd/entry/1130716/
You can view all the Arctic Cycle books by Ken Leslie,
page by page and in the round, at:
http://www.kenleslie.net/arctic_cycles.html

Maureen Gamble’s artist’s residency exhibition at
Worcester Cathedral, UK
Mustard Seeds: Live Action Response, was a continuation
of Maureen Gamble’s 2009 piece Mustard Seeds, in which
visitors were invited to plant mustard seeds in her studio
space in the Worcester Cathedral Crypt. The seeds represent
the individual voice in the vast scale of the Cathedral space,
which when nurtured, can gather and grow into a collective
and powerful voice.
Through the live intervention with a typewriter, Rebecca
Gamble printed individual take-away kits, each dated
and numbered, containing; mustard seeds, instructions,
a container and a selection of words taken from Maureen
Gamble’s A-Z Projects Dictionary written during her
residency. Through the physical performative action of
typing each individual letter using a rigid mechanical
typewriter these profound words momentarily lost
their meaning, to be found, re-read and reinterpreted
by the visitor who collected the kit and continued the
contemplative process.
For the opening of the artist residency exhibition in
January 2011, artists Rebecca Gamble and Emily Warner
collaboratively responded to Maureen Gamble’s work
through live performative action in an intervention with
two typewriters. When joined by professional musician
Hettie, playing a viola in response to Pippa Galpin’s work,
the sounds of footsteps, voices, laughter, typing and the
viola built layers of sounds that resonated through the
exhibition and Cathedral.
You can read more about this and see images online at
Emily Warner’s site: www.interruptedthinking.blogspot.com

NEW ARTISTS’ PUBLICATIONS
AND Publishing has recently launched seven new titles:
Neil Chapman - Glossolaris; Oliver Cronk - Monsters of
the Wallace; Ruth Ewan - Don’t Be a Robot; Rachel Cattle
& Steve Richards - Linger On Your Pale Blue Eyes; Print
Matters Interest Group, CSM - Dear Google; Roman Vasseur
(text co-written by Matthew Poole) - Mass For Real Estate;
Colm Lally, Sissu Tarka - PROOF-READING.
AND Publishing, Byam Shaw School of Art /
Central Saint Martins, University of the Arts London
2 Elthorne Road, London N19 4AG
www.andpublishing.org

Australian Book Arts Journal Issue 3 OUT NOW
Artists, bookbinders, book artists, printmakers, letterpress
artisans, zinesters! Issue 3 - Text as image, Image as text is
now out. Marian Macken, Angela Cavalieri, Simryn Gill,
Gemma Black, Jane Schauer, Kyana Pyke, history of zines
and latest zine fair at Bleeding Heart Gallery, Brisbane just some of the artists featured in this jam-packed issue.
Issue 3 - $20.00 (includes postage). Contact Linda at
theraggededge@hotmail.com for subscriptions and
consider renewing for 2011.

The next issue of The Blue Notebook will be out in April
2011, if you subscribe now to Volume 5, you will receive
Vol 5 No 1 now, and Vol 5 No 2 in April.
The current issue has essays by:
Doug Spowart: Every photo deserves a book - the rise of the
photobook in contemporary self-publishing. The connections
of photography with the book and the key drivers for the
emergence of this new author/producer aspect of book
making. Lorelei Clark: Making New Worlds: collaboration
and its potential for transformation.
Andrew Eason: On Making Reading. What is the nature
of the relationship between book artists and the people
they want to see their work? How does this compare to
other versions of the relationship between books and their
authors?
Kasia Wlaszczyk reviews White Heat, at KALEID
editions. Twenty-two artists from various professional
backgrounds such as fine art, fashion, photography, book
arts, printmaking, painting, interactive digital media and
sculpture.
Daniel Mellis reviews Detroit City Map by Kati Rubinyi,
which presents a picture of modern day Detroit together
with a skillfully disordered account of a 1943 race riot.
Anastasia Denysenko gives an overview of Ukrainian artists’
books and a short introduction to the current state of book
arts in Ukraine, featuring the works of several selected
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Ukrainian artists shown at the Museum of Book and Book
Printing of Ukraine in March 2010.

Sarah Jacobs presents an online 8-page piece, Apology
Typology, which records a visit made to her ebook,
Deciphering Human Chromosome 16: We Report Here.
Artworks by Djeribi, Dr Book (aka Guy Begbie), Jo Moore,
Colin Sackett and Klaus von Mirbach.
Lovely cover, badge and sticker design: Angela Callanan
All this for just 10 GBP, including international postage.
To subscribe, please download the form at:
http://www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk/bnotebk.htm
or email Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

The Bonefolder Volume 7, 2011
Is now available for free download at
http://www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder/vol7contents.htm
Table of contents:
Cuban Book Arts Collaborations – Steven Daiber /
Colaboración Cubana en el Libro de las Artes – Steven Daiber
Capturing the Quotidian: Book Arists Explore New Tools –
Miriam Schaer
Evening Conversations of the Booklover Rubricius and the
Printer Tympanus – Oldrich Menhart
The New Oriental Binding Structure described –
Monique Lallier and Pamela Barrios
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Eyes Wide Open and Fingers Crossed: Production and
Distribution Problems with Large-Editioned Artists’ Books –
Phil Zimmermann
Tomorrow’s Past – Charles Gledhill
A Non-Adhesive Externally-Sewn Binding Solution to a 14th
C. Vellum Manuscript – Scott Kellar
Focus On Artists’ Books V: Artspace Mackay – Doug Spowart
Reading by Space and Time in Building by the Book –
Mary Tasillo
An international survey of experimental books –
Grant Mandarino
Bonefolder Bind-O-Rama 2010: The Thread That Binds
Book Reviews
Submission Guidelines
The Bonefolder (online) ISSN 1555-6565
http://www.philobiblon.com/bonefolder/vol7contents.htm

Bee Fever by Angie Biltcliffe
Published by Ed Boxall of the ‘The Pearbox Press’:
‘Bee Fever’ is the beautiful collection of poems by my
friend Angie Biltcliffe who passed away in 2010. Angie
wrote most of these poems while she stayed in a caravan at
a wild, overgrown friend’s garden at Winchelsea Beach
while recovering from an earlier illness two years ago.
They explore her feelings about life, death and bee keeping
in beautiful and direct language, drawing on imagery from
the nature of Winchelsea Beach.

at a classic subsequent meeting with Christophe in Berlin
with a doll-like figure tucked in the child seat of his bicycle.
From that point on Bock’s book project evolved into a
collection of standing figures or “puppets” - each stylised
and patterned individually by the artist and a tailor, adorned
with unique and colourful headgear, and equipped with
embroidered cloth “books” inspired by Japanese scrolls.

Angie’s friend Claire Richardson took a stunning
photograph of one of Angie’s beehives for the cover.
I’ve illustrated and designed the book. My wife Rachel
Pearson did the layout. Angie’s friends at The Electric Palace
cinema dealt with the fundraising and many of her friends
contributed to printing costs. It was a real team effort, as
these fantastic poems deserve to be published.
The book was printed a month before she died Angie was delighted with it. After printing costs are covered
(We’re very close already) all proceeds will be donated to
charities of Angie’s choice. £7.75 including UK P&P from:
http://edboxall.co.uk/bee-fever-by-angie-biltcliffe/

The Café Royal Books site now has in stock, second and
final editions of Erik van der Weijde’s ‘Rear Window’ and
Craig Atkinson’s ‘Calton Hill’.

With Howdy Bamington John Bock has produced a project
where the impulse to design a more traditional book
eventually evolved into a complex fabrication of a selfportrait of the artist as a “puppet” - a figure of uncommon
humour, innocence, and personal style. Bock’s “puppets”
are conceptually connected to the notions of performance,
provocation, and manipulation - all central to his practice.
“Also available is my new zine, ‘101112’ (above) which is a
collection of day-to-day photographs I took during the last
two months of 2010. The first few I will sign.”
Craig Atkinson / www.caferoyalbooks.com

Christophe Daviet-Thery of CDT éditions in most content
when challenging the definition of a book. Through a
collaborative process, CDT éditions encourages artists to
push the boundaries of what a book can be by offering them
the opportunity to experiment with this medium.

JOHN BOCK: HOWDY BAMINGTON
In 2008 John Bock was approached by editor Christophe
Daviet-Thery with the idea of creating an artist’s book.
John Bock was initially inspired by a Japanese children’s
book shaped like an insect, which morphed into his first
idea of creating a book in the shape of his own silhouette,
featuring a classic studio portrait on the cover. He later
rejected this idea as too confining, and eventually arrived

John Bock (B, 1965, Gribbohm, Germany) lives and works
in Berlin. Recent solo shows and “lectures” took place at
Anton Kern Gallery, New-York (2010), Barbican Art Gallery,
London, UK (2010) and Temporäre Kunsthalle, Berlin,
Germany (2010). Bock has participated in numerous group
exhibitions including the 17th Sydney Biennial, Australia
(2010), New Museum, New-York (2010), Museum of
Modern Art, New-York (2009 and 2008), Centre Georges
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Pompidou, Paris, France (2009), Venice Biennial, Italy
(2005 and 1999), Lyon Biennial, France (2005), Manifesta
5, San Sebastien, Spain (2004) and Documenta 11, Kassel,
Germany (2002) among many others.

The Art of the Book by Theresa Easton

Christophe Daviet-Thery Livres et Editions d’Artistes
34 rue Louise Weiss, 75013 Paris, France
Tel : + 33(0)1 53 79 05 95 Fax : + 33(0)1 43 54 74 93
www. daviet-thery.com
blog: davietthery.wordpress.com

Introducing a new artist’s book in a limited edition by
Tommaso Durante:
THE SILK ROAD
PROJECT
The project takes
inspiration from
the historic Silk
Road, viewing it in a
contemporary context
as a metaphor of a
cross-cultural and
interdisciplinary
communication and
exploration. By means
of a collection of pictures I took during my journey in
China (from Shanghai to Xi’an and throughout the Shaanxi
Province in September/October 2007), I explored the
connections and disconnections in a network of traveling
cultures, the different conditions that structure the artist’s
experience and the aesthetic strategies related to the issues
of cultural identity, memory and place. The bookwork
considers the problem of cultural identity in a global society
and ‘homogenized’ culture and it visually explores the
concepts of identity, multidisciplinarity and contradiction.

80 pages, 210 x 210 mm, 10 colour inkjet pigment print by
Brian Gilkes (Pharos Edition) on Awagami Inbe 125gsm,
hand-made bound by Elke Ahokas. Signed and numbered
by the artist. Realised in September 2008 and published in
December 2010. Limited edition of 15 + 3 artist proofs.
Text in English, Italian and Chinese AUD 2,000 USD 1,950
EUR 1,450. Enquires can be addressed to Tommaso Durante
tdurante@tpg.com.au
Tommaso Durante is represented in the USA by
Vamp & Tramp Booksellers, LLC Contemporary
Fine Press and Artists’ Books: www.vampandtramp.com
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The Art of the Book documents a series of book related
events that took place in Newcastle & Gateshead during the
summer of 2010. The events were organised and inspired
by Newcastle based artist Theresa Easton. The events range
from delivering a bespoke workshop making hand made
books with adults with visual impairments in Blaydon
library to organising an Artists’ Book Fair at Gallery North,
Northumbria University. The Art of the Book is beautifully
illustrated with photographs by Sunderland based
photographer Roger Coulam. The book acts as a catalogue
for the Gallery North Artists’ Book Fair and includes details
and photographs of all participants. Interleaved within
the pages of the hand bound book are original prints by
Ulverston based poet and printmaker John Fox and an
original photo litho ‘Stag Beetle’ by Theresa Easton.
22 page full-colour (with an original silk screen & photo
litho print). Japanese stab bound, hand printed cover in an
edition of 100, 16 x 22 cm. £6.00 UK, £6.50 Europe & £7.00
international including P&P
Contact: theresa_easton@yahoo.co.uk

Artist’s book “my way of loving beasts” - a scrapbook of
erotic encounters, text and images by Matt Hilton
In that late and lingering winter of 09-10, I did emotional
root canal work. The lithographer Philippe Parage with
whom I had worked the year before asked me if I would
like to work on a book - livre d’artiste - if I had any ideas.
He was engaged, without my knowledge, on a select
programme of publication.
You could say that in a fit of emotional pique, revulsion
against the fleshly drive, the gristle and stink of sex;
beginning there and feeling back along the thread of
memory - pictures and text fragments began to swell
on the line, in chronological order, until each image met
its words. Then, drawing on stone - through childhood,
adolescence, marriage, madness, heartache - I worked with

FOLD-A-DAY CALENDAR by Jessica Letourneau
The fold-a-day calendar embodies the very basic concept of
the space-time continuum theories. By analysing data and
creating a system for which it is displayed, you can locate
exact events in time or more specifically the moment you
are presently in.

Philip for a year to get the stones bright enough in texture,
and density - a real echo. And I sought in the texts to express
my various englishes. To lock that part of my life (now
radically changed) into a book marks a freeing, a farewell to
the shoreline - with its shallow perils - that I have until now
hugged.
12 lithographs
from the stone
printed on
Arches Vellum
200grm page
format 25 by
32.5 cm with
facing text in
English by Matt
Hilton, includes
3 double page
spreads and 1
triple fold out.
The total edition
is 35 plus 4
hors commerce
numbered artists proof and 1 printers proof. All portfolios
are hand signed by the artist. Editioned at Atelier de
la Guinguette. The prints are presented unbound in a
specially made card casing. £400 inc pp.
Matt HILTON http://www.apwb.org

lilmp by seekers of lice
Just published by VerySmallKitchen, a new VSK
CHAPBOOK lilmp by seekers of lice.
You can access the book at:
http://issuu.com/verysmallkitchen/docs/seekersoflicelilmp?
AID=10829131&PID=3662453&SID=skim725X553047
You can digest VerySmallKitchen’s reading notes:
http://verysmallkitchen.com/2011/01/06/vsk-chapbooklilmp-by-seekers-of-lice/
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Time is shown as a dimension and with the participation of
the user will indicate your physical location within the time
line of the present year. At the end of the book, the year is
fully displayed as a symbol of the end of the time line.
www.jessicaldesign.com / jessicaldesign@gmail.com

Maria Fusco - The Mechanical Copula
The Mechanical
Copula is the first
collection of short
stories by Maria
Fusco. Stripping bare
the accord of culture
and commodity, this
sequence of stories
tracks the slimy path
of social mobility
with serious
playfulness and an
eye for the absurd.
This is a book
about the porous
relationship between
the extramundane
and the average.
“One evening, after surgery had finished at the Health
Centre for the day, Nurse Kirby sat at the office computer.
She’d decided to search for other babies who’d been born
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with teeth and discovered sixteen individual cases in
Croatia, Ireland, Spain and Italy – but all of those infants
had incisor teeth. The only baby she could find like Ruby
had been born in Brasilia. In 1989, an uncommonly large
baby girl was delivered with four molars, when she was
eleven weeks old one of the teeth came out, lodged in
her throat and choked her. Must keep an eye on baby
Ruby, Nurse Kirby thought to herself, and shut down
the computer.”

Morandi, Italy - Juergen Olbrich, Germany - Bibiana Padilla
Maltos, Mexico - Arne Rautenberg, Germany - Allan Revich,
Canada - Fritz Sauter, Switzerland - Litsa Spathi, Germany
- Pete Spence, Australia - Carol Stetser, USA - Christine
Tarantino, USA- Richard Tipping, Australia - Andrew Topel,
USA - Francis Van Maele, Ireland.
A5 box with contributions from 23 invited artists.
Visual poetry, collages, prints, multiples and objects
40 copies signed and numbered 1/40 to 40/40
December 2010. Only 15 copies available for sale
Price: 70 euro / 100 $ / 60 UK.
You can order by email or with Paypal at
http://www.redfoxpress.com/ass.box.html

Photos de Marie by Francis Van Maele

Maria Fusco is Director of Art Writing at Goldsmiths,
University of London. She is also the founding editor of
The Happy Hypocrite, a journal for and about experimental
art writing.
Design by Surface, Frankfurt am Main/Berlin
November 2010, English. 13 x 19.5 cm, 120 pages, softcover
ISBN 978-1-934105-19-1. $19.95 | EUR 16.00
http://mariafusco.net/writing/mechanical-copula-book

A new publication from
Redfoxpress in the Blue Fox
Collection. Vintage film and photo
paper wallets from the thirties fifties, mostly from Marie D. in
the north of France. Concertina
book between painted and printed
wooden covers.
Handpulled screenprinting on
Arches paper. Size 10 x 16 cm
(open 16 x 110 cm) 2011,
75 copies, numbered and signed.
Price: 85 Euros / 120 $ / 75 UK. Order online with Paypal at:
http://www.redfoxpress.com/BF-kodak.html

Franticham’s Assembling Box Nr. 9
VISUAL POETRY AND WORKS INSPIRED BY FLUXUS

Contributions from: Fernando Aguiar, Portugal - Reed
Altemus, USA - Antic-Ham, South Korea - Vittore Baroni,
Italy - David Dellafiora, Australia - Picasso Gaglione, USA
- Klaus Groh, Germany - Ruud Janssen, Netherlands Miguel Jimenez, Spain - Serse Luigetti, Italy - Emilio
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PARFAIT 4 - STYLE SHEET by Emily Larned
Some fashion inspiration
for you: 21 amazing outfits
sourced from out-of-print
books, magazines, postcards,
& newspapers, accompanied
by gleefully sincere analysis
of said ensembles. The only
style guide you need.
11 x 17 unfolded, B/W
photocopy with letterpress
printing & envelope, edition
200. $2 includes the cost of
US shipping, or, trades warmly
embraced: 1069 Connecticut
Ave #4-310, Bridgeport CT,
06607, USA.
More info:http://redcharming.com/parfait4.html
Missed PARFAIT 3? We’ve still got some of those too:
http://redcharming.com/parfait3.html

ADRIAN DE BROSQUILES – PAPELES (Papers)
Visual poetry artist’s book published by Editorial Krausse

instructions for complete beginners, with the emphasis
on how to use the tools, equipment and materials. £17.
Bookbinding in Pictures CD ROM is available from
bookshops, bookbinders’ suppliers or online at:
www.angelasutton.eu

Valeria Brancaforte has produced a new book, Pier Paolo
Pasolini Ode. Images of the book can be viewed at:

According to an ancient Sumerian tradition, the goddess
Mami took fourteen lumps of clay to create seven men
and seven women. From these fourteen lumps of clay,
mixed with the blood of a dead god and with the help
of Ea, human life was created. And with human life we
had mankind, and with mankind we had art, poetry and
complete confusion. An edition with the visual poetry made
by the artist Adrian de Brosquiles, between Paris, Koblenz
and Madrid of the 80s.
A limited edition of 10 + 2 H.C. Digital printing,
handbound, hardcover, signed and numbered.
www.editorialkrausse.com
info@editorialkrausse.com

Bookbinding in Pictures
Angela Sutton’s Bookbinding in Pictures offers a
comprehensive introduction to the absorbing craft
of bookbinding.
It provides all the
necessary instruction
for beginners, describing
the tools, equipment
and materials needed
and how to work with
them. It is intended for
people working on their
own who will be able
to achieve the goal of
rebinding a favourite book and thereby gain confidence to
progress to further studies.
The photographs are carefully matched to the written
instructions. Text and photographs appear side by side on
screen and each page can be printed separately or as part
of a unit. Angela Sutton has put together a set of basic
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http://valeriabrancaforte.blogspot.com/2010/12/pier-paolopasolini-ode-novembre-2010.html

Ways of seeing
Katsushi Goto and Vishwa Shroff in India have been
collaborating on artists’ books for the last 4 years and have
produced 3 editions to date. Vishwa Shroff writes:
There has always been a wonder to what someone else
might be thinking. I find that most situations are perceived
differently by different people and when narrated later, not
only bring about the difference in perception but additions
and the gusto with which personal points of view are told.
Not only that but every-time a story is told it is ever so
slightly different. The differences may lie in the enthusiasm,
additions of imagined events, exaggerations or omissions.
And so stories develop, as they are re-told.

The first book “the pigeon detectives” is a series of
observations that prompt the second book, “the pigeon
coup” as an imagined story of the secret lives of ever-present
pigeons outside my window. The books, bound together,
tell a complete story, as if hearing an account of the same
story from both participants.
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Moments of emptiness made me play this game of
observing these otherwise mundane creatures and their
antics. The excitement came from the differences in physical
attributes, and behavior that provoked a direct relation
between the pigeons and the people around me. After an
obsessive observation of the pigeons and personating them,
I started super-imposing on them lives of people I know.
I seek meaning and assign value to acts of pigeons and
imagine their lives and I as a part of it. These two ways of
looking, form the two stories of the book. One, a direct
observation and the second, an imagined projection of
my life being played out by pigeons.

Each story involves events and participants around whom
the actions unfold. Consequently each event can be defined
by a number of personal perspectives, and the story is told
via multiple yet simultaneous narratives. Familiar to film
where the technique of parallel narratives is common,
allowing multiple juxtapositions of accounts even though
the structure is linear. This has been elucidated by the use
of illustrations as observed and perceived, rather than the
assumed situations.
The story is one, but the protagonists occupying the space
of the book narrate it as experienced by them. The structure
of the book in its parallel narratives intrigues the reader
and encourages him (or her) to read the book in one of
three ways. The intention of this work is to explore the
possibilities of story telling but most of all, it is our story
and we believe it must be told.

Visual Pleasure by Dawn Woolley
Visual Pleasure brings together artwork and research
completed over the past 4 years by artist Dawn Woolley
including documentation from a series of performance
installations; Cut to the Measure of Desire, which were
specially commissioned in 2009 by Stiwdio Safle and funded
by the Arts Council of Wales.

Woolley’s artwork forms an enquiry into the act of
looking and being looked at. Referring to psychoanalysis,
phenomenology and feminism she examines her experience
of being an object of sight and also considers the experience
the viewer has when looking at her as a female, and as
a photographic object. Voyeurism and exhibitionism
intertwine in purposefully provocative scenes.
Visual Pleasure includes a critical essay by Woolley that
takes modes of looking and spectatorship as its subject.
The text considers the psychology of perception and illusion
in art referring to seminal texts by Laura Mulvey, Maurice
Merleau-Ponty, Michel Foucault and Jacques Lacan.
Also included is an introductory text by the writer and
psychoanalyst Darian Leader. The publication was made
possible through a production grant by the Arts Council
of Wales and is published through Ffotogallery. £15.00
www.dawnwoolley.com

REPORTS & REVIEWS

£150, to purchase contact vishwa_shroff@hotmail.com or
katsushi.goto@gmail.com
Some images of current work in progress can be seen at:
www.vishwashroff.wordpress.com
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Mikhail Karasik - Under pressure of time
A review by Serge-Aljosja Stommels of the exhibition
at Museum Het Valkhof, Nijmegen The Netherlands,
14th November 2010 – 23rd January 2011.
The exhibition opens next at the Bibliotheca Wittockiana,
Brussels on 24th February and runs until 30th April 2011
In an exhibition room at the Valkhof Museum in Nijmegen
some giant dominoes hang from the ceiling. On the walls
are colourful lithographs showing imaginary scenes from

the ancient manholes, and the forgotten architecture of
public toilets. Most recently he focuses on the Soviet (art)
history under Stalin’s rule. On the one hand to remind
us there once was such a time, on the other hand to put
questions to us: what if Malevich had been celebrated as
the great artist he is in his own time.

Soviet history and in showcases lithographed books in
different shapes and forms present texts by Russian
avant-garde literature and biblical texts. We have entered
an installation presenting a retrospective of book art and
artist’s books by Mikhail Karasik, spanning the period
1987-2010.
The dominoes refer to the domino shaped book Ryba
Karasik made in 2006. As a book not the most striking
example of his work, but instrumental to understand what
the artist is trying to tell us. Ryba is a Russian word with
different meanings. First of all it translates as Fish, second
it is the exclamation at the end of a game of dominoes, and
third it is a printer’s term. And, since a karasik is also kind of
fish it here also refers to the artist himself. In this exhibition
another meaning is added to the dominoes though. They
also refer to the way one may look at history of Russian and
the Soviet Union. A history that seems to be rewritten time
and again when rulers change. Like dominoes are put down
in a different order every time the game is played.

From making books of forbidden poetry by Pasternak,
Akhmatova and Tsvetaeva and biblical texts through the
artists’ books with texts by Kafka and Kharms, the books of
Karasik are now evolved to a discourse on Soviet art history.
Initially, in the period 1987-1991, the lithographed books
by Karasik made available texts in the artistic tradition
of the futurist books of the 1910s. Then, in the 1990s,
the artist added collage and photography to lithography
and he questioned the form of the book itself. Starting, in
1999, with the search for his personal history he currently
questions history itself by imagining its different possible
appearances.
These views, questions and possible answers are all
presented in the one exhibition room. When looking
beyond the dominoes carefully it is easy to spend an hour
in this exhibition, appreciating its richness.

Karasik’s involvement with Russian history was initially
prompted by his urge to understand himself. He wants to
understand how he became the man he is today. To this end
he first created a series of enlarged documents and personal
books depicting himself, his family, and the heroes and
villains that shaped his life. These were followed by books
of urban archaeology, depicting the disappearing views of
Saint Petersburg, his home town: the heavy wooden doors
of tenements that nowadays are replaced by steel doors,
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A Catalogue raisonné Mikhail Karasik: Artists’ books
and printed editions 1987 - 2010 has been published in
conjunction with the exhibitions. Available from:
Mikhail Karasik M.K. Publishers, St Petersburg
www.artists-book.net
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MAKING AN EXHIBITION OF YOURSELF
Su Bonfanti
When Open Books, a West London-based artists’ books
group, decided to hold an exhibition of their recent work,
it just seemed like a fun thing to do: to show family and
friends what we do and try to convey to them our interests
and our excitement about making books. As the dates,
29-30 October, got nearer, we had to get serious about the
practicalities of putting on even a private exhibition, with
invited guests. The exhibition days themselves were a blur
of setting up, people arriving, meeting, greeting, talking,
people leaving. It felt like a great social event. But when we
got together to reflect on the experience, what stands out
is what we learned about our own work from the reactions
and responses of other people, those close to us but also
those who didn’t know anything about us.

The exhibition acted as a way for us to see what we had
done as a body of work and then to review and
refresh our own view of what we are doing and where
we want to go. But exhibiting is essentially about inviting
the views of others and discovering what your works mean
to them.
For some of us, the realisation that other people could and
did take our work seriously was a salutary push to doing
the same ourselves. Viewers were particularly drawn to the
personal aspects of works and to multi-layered work, that

Open Books 2010. Autumn by Carole Dow

allowed for and even required multiple viewings.

Open Books 2010. Visitors enjoy being able to handle the books

Open Books began as an adult education course and
continued privately for 9 years under Lin Kerr’s tutleage
and is now a group that meets for support and inspiration
(and tea and a lot of biscuits). That’s about as much as
most of our family, friends and colleagues knew. So it was
a surprise to many of them to see a body of professional
work on display. ‘I didn’t realise you actually made
books that, well, are real books’ as someone said to me.

For others, the issue was whether the choices we had made
about the content and structure of our books produced the
effect we wanted, conveyed to the reader what was in our
minds. Seeing strangers ‘get it’ provides affirmation and also
challenge: to understand more yourself what you have to say
and to put more of your ideas into the public domain.
By putting on this exhibition, we have begun to introduce
more people to the idea of artists’ books, thus creating
an audience for our work. Exhibiting is going to be
a continuing part of what we do, now we know that
making an exhibition of yourself is good for you.
The members of Open Books are:
Su Bonfanti, Maggie Dobson, Carole Dow, Jill Forrer, Lois
Graessle, Lin Kerr and Jeremy Rodell. For more information
about the group contact Su at su@bonfanti.co.uk or Lin at
lin@linkerrdesign.co.uk

Overleaf is the first of two bibilographies to be published in
the BAN over issues 63 - 64, the first - in this issue is Artists’
books in Australia and New Zealand: a bibliographical
extract, 2009, compiled by Jürgen Wegner, Librarian,
Brandywine Archive, Sydney.

Open Books 2010. Drawing the Line twin books and box by Su Bonfanti
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The following bibliography is an extract from his larger
new series, the Annual bibliography of books and printing
in Australia and New Zealand, which is produced by
the Blackdawn Press for friends and supporters of the
Brandywine Archive, Sydney…

Artists’ books in Australia and New Zealand : a bibliographical extract, 2009,
compiled by Jürgen Wegner, Librarian, Brandywine Archive Sydney
Jürgen Wegner was, until it ceased publication in 2006, the Australian editor of the ABHB, Annual
bibliography of the history of the printed book and libraries and its electronic version, Book history
online, until this too was discontinued. The following bibliography is an extract from his larger new
series, the Annual bibliography of books and printing in Australia and New Zealand, which is
produced by the Blackdawn Press for friends and supporters of the Brandywine Archive, Sydney
(branntweinarchiv@hotmail.com).
These 40 entries are for material published in 2009 plus some earlier material from 2005—the starting
date for this bibliography. Links are provided for items which are only available online. The note
“also available online” with no link is given where both a print and an online version are available.
The numbers in the entries refer to the original reference numbers in the bibliography.

& what? IN: Bibliographical Society of Australia and New Zealand broadsheet, 81 (2009), p. [2]. N: The
Ampersand Duck private press and book artist; #09/103.
Anderson, Peter. The artist’s [sic] books of Robert Jacks : essay and catalogue. [Bendigo, Vic. : Bendigo Art
Gallery, 2009]. 46 p. : ill. N: Exhibition catalogue; held 24 October-29 November, 2009; #09/104.
Auckland City Libraries. The book as art [electronic resource] : contemporary artists’ books and fine press
books. [Auckland] : Auckland City Libraries, 2008. 1 electronic document : B. N: http://www.
aucklandcitylibraries.com/aboutthelibraries/Collections/Special_Collections/exhibitionarchives/2008/booksasart
.aspx; for a review see #09/140; for an “earlier” version see #08/70; #09/105.
Bowron, Julian. Victoria Cooper and Doug Spowart : bunyips, books and borderlines. IN: Imprint (Melbourne,
Vic.), 44 (2009) 1, p. 14-15 : ill. N: On their Bundanon residency, June 2007 and the artists’ books produced;
#09/106.
Cole, Helen. Art in the Australian Library of Art : the State Library houses significant and fascinating
collections relating to visual and book arts. IN: State Library of Queensland magazine, 5 (2009), p. 12-13 : ill.
N: Includes art, artists’ and private press books; also available online; #09/107.
Cole, Helen. MyState is an ArtistsBooksState [electronic resource]. [Brisbane] : State Library of Queensland,
2009. 1 electronic document. N: “Conference paper, ARLIS/ANZ Conference, 2008: My-Space is an
ArtSpace”;
http://www.slq.qld.gov.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0017/142604/SLQ_-_ARLIS_ANZ_Conference_2008_10.pdf;
#09/108.
Cole, Helen. Sufferance : women’s artists’ books : a Queensland Century of Women’s Sufferage project
presented by the State Library of Queensland and Craft Queensland : exhibition 1 September-8 October, 2005.
IN: ARLIS/ANZ journal, 60 (2005), p. 54-60 : ill. (Exhibitions and review); #09/109.
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Cowley, Des. Peter Lyssiotis & Theo Strasser, ‘Eyewitness’. IN: Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 44 (2009) 3, p. 28 :
ill. N: Review of artists’ book dealing with the modern political evils of corporate greed, military hardware, war
and a climate of fear; #09/110.
Crothers, Tanya. Barbara Davidson, the printed page. IN: Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 44 (2009) 2, p. 11 : ill.
N: Exhibition The printed page at Taylor Galleries, Sydney, showing 27 of her hand-printed and hand-bound
artists’ books; #09/111.
Emerging book artists from the ANU School of Art. IN: Raised bands, 26 (2009) 6, p. 8-9 : ill. N: At the
Australian National University; #09/112
Farman, Nola. Peter Charuk : the book in depth : a reading of ‘No diving’. IN: Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 44
(2009) 4, p. 18-19 : ill. N: Artists’ book by Peter Charuk; #09/113.
Focus on Artists’ Books I (2004 : Artspace Mackay). National artists’ book forum program synopsis and
speakers [electronic resource]. [Mackay, Qld. : Artspace Mackay, 2004]. 1 electronic document. N:
http://www.artspacemackay.com.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0012/26040/FOCUS-ON-ARTISTS-BOOKSI_ext_program.pdf; #09/114.
Focus on Artists’ Books 2 (2005 : Artspace Mackay). Focus on Artists’ Books II schedule [electronic
resource]. [Mackay, Qld. : Art-space Mackay, 2005]. 1 electronic document. N: Forum programme;
http://www.artspacemackay.com.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0013/26005/FOCUS-ON-ARTISTS-BOOKSII_ext_program.pdf; #09/115.
Focus on Artists’ Books 3 (2006 : Artspace Mackay). Program, Focus on Artists’ Books 3, February, 2006,
Artspace Mackay [electronic resource]. [Mackay, Qld. : Artspace Mackay, 2006]. 1 electronic document. N:
http://www.artspacemackay.com.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0004/25924/FOCUS-ON-ARTISTS-BOOKSIII_ext_program.pdf; #09/116.
Focus on Artists’ Books IV (2008 : Artspace Mackay). Program, Focus on Artists’ Books IV, 7-10 February,
2008, Artspace Mackay [electronic resource]. [Mackay, Qld. : Artspace Mackay, 2008]. 1 electronic document.
N:
http://www.artspacemackay.com.au/_data/assets/pdf_file/0005/25925/FOCUS-ON-ARTISTS-BOOKSIV_ext_program.pdf; #09/117.
Grishin, Sasha. Dianne Longley. IN: Craft arts international, 74 (2008), p. 67-70 : ill. (Profiles in print). N:
Producer of artists’ books. #09/118.
Grishin, Sasha. Katie Clemson. IN: Craft arts international, 70 (2007), p. 66-69 : ill. (Profiles in print). N:
Includes her artists’ book Corrugations; #09/119.
Grishin, Sasha. Marian Crawford. IN: Craft arts international, 73 (2008), p. 55-57 : ill. (Profiles in print). N:
Includes her artists’ book Rare Victorians; #09/120.
Grishin, Sasha. Martin King. IN: Craft arts international, 64 (2005), p. 58-60 : ill. (Profiles in print). N:
Includes material on artists’ books; #09/121.
Grishin, Sasha. Stephen Spurrier. IN: Craft arts international, 65 (2005), p. 80-82 : ill. (Profiles in print). N:
Includes material on artists’ books with a mention of his Ugg Boot Press; #09/122.
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Johnston, Gwenda. Artists’ books, 1996-2006. IN: State Library of New South Wales. Heritage collection,
Nelson Meers Foundation, 2009, p. 34-35 : ill. N: Includes work by the Wayzgoose Press; #09/123.
Kearney, Julie. Bronwyn Rees : time, space and the artists’ book. IN: Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 44 (2009) 1,
p. 16 : ill. N: Rees’ exhibition at Doggett Street Gallery, Brisbane; #09/124.
McDonald, Lisa. Marcel Duchamp, “Pease touch”. IN: Art on view, 59 (2009), p. 31 : ill. N: Acquisition by
the National Gallery of Australia of Le surrealism en 1947 (Paris : Maeght, 1947); #09/125.
Marchant, Sylvia. Spellbound by works of art in book form. IN: National Library magazine, 1 (2009) 1, p. [2]7 : ill. N: Artists’ books and book bindings; #09/126.
Newbegin, Nerida; Tornatore-Loong, Marina C. Poesia visiva : Italian concrete & visual poetry of the 1960s
& 1970s / [authors, Nerida Newbegin and Maria C. Tornatore-Loong ; exhibition curator, Maria (Connie)
Tornatore-Loong]. University of Sydney : University Art Gallery, [2009]. 1 folded sheet (6 p.) : ill. + Exhibition
list of works (1 folded sheet ([6] p.)); #09/127.
Ritale, Jo. ‘A gardener at midnight : travels in the Holy Land’. IN: Fryer folios, 1 (2006) 1, p. 16-17: ill. N:
Artists’ book by Peter Lyssiotis and Peter Wolseley; also available online; #09/128.
Roth, Dieter. Dieter Roth : an exhibition of artists’ books and some other stuff, 22 November-13 December,
2008 : collected works. [Milton, Qld.] : Grahame Galleries + Editions, [2008]. [30] leaves. N: Only a small
number of copies of this catalogue were produced; #09/129.
Schuller, Andrew. Outing 1 : Studio Duck. IN: Raised bands, 26 (2009) 5, p. 7, 10 : ill. N: On Canberra’s
Ampersand Duck private press and book artist; #09/130
Skinner, Carolynne. ‘The Wayzgoose affair’. IN: Craft arts international, 73 (2008), p. 117-119 : ill. N:
Review article of Jadwiga Jarvis’ The Wayzgoose affair (Katoomba, [NSW] : Wayzgoose Press, 2007);
#09/131.
Spowart, Doug. Artists’ books : a view from the other side : SCU 5th Acquisitive Artists’ Book Award. IN:
Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 44 (2009) 4, p. 24 : ill. N: At Southern Cross University; #09/132.
State Library of Queensland. Freestyle books [electronic resource] : artists’ books from the collection.
[Brisbane] : State Library of Queensland, 2009. 1 website : ill. N: Online exhibition; cf. #08/74;
http://www.slq.qld.gov.au/whats-on/exhibit/online/freestylebooks; #09/133.
Tonkin, Steven. ‘Australian artists’ books’ by Alex Selenitsch. IN: Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 44 (2009) 1, p.
12 : ill. N: Review of the book published: Canberra : National Gallery of Australia, 2008 (q.v. #08/99);
#09/134.
Victoria Reichelt. IN: Australian art collector, 50 (2009), p. 164-165 : ill. (Artists). N: Her exhibition
‘Spectrum’ comprises a series of paintings of colour-coded bookshelves representing a colour installation of
books; #09/135.
Wardell, Michael. Recycled library : altered books. IN: Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 44 (2009) 3, p. 29 : ill. N: A
touring exhibition curated by Wardell at Artspace Mackay; #09/136.
Wegner, J.P. Centre for the Artists’ Book (Brisbane, Qld.). IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 24
(2009), p. [33]. N: Also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for Australia & New
Zealand, 24 (2009); #09/137.
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Wegner, J.P. Grahame Galleries + Editions. IN: Brandywine bookman’s vade mecum, 24 (2009), p. [31-32].
N: Specialises in artists’ books; also produced in electronic form in Brandywine bookman’s repository for
Australia & New Zealand, 24 (2009); #09/138.
Wight, Normana. An artist’s muse : artists’ books are not books about art, not books about artists ... IN: State
Library of Queensland magazine, 5 (2009), p. 16 : ill. N: Book artist Normana Wight on artists’ books and the
State Library’s Nigel Greenwood Collection; also available online; #09/139.
Wild, Jane. The book as art : contemporary artists’ and fine press books : an exhibition by Special Collections,
Auckland City Libraries, 10 March to 31 May, 2008. IN: ARLIS/ANZ journal, 64 (2007/8), p. 30-35 : ill., B3435. N: For the online exhibition see #09/105; also available online; #09/140.
Woolley, Vicky. New paper, old land. IN: Raised bands, 26 (2009) 3, p. 10-12 : ill. N: Report of 20th IAPMA
[International Association of Hand Papermakers and Paper Artists] Congress held at Creative Paper Tasmania,
Burnie; includes mention of artists’ books; #09/141.
Yang, Imogen. Gwen Harrison and Sue Anderson, ‘Quaranta Australis’. IN: Imprint (Melbourne, Vic.), 44
(2009) 1, p. 10-11 : ill. N: Artists’ books series; #09/142.

STOP PRESS!
Joanne B Kaar’s Westland log book, inspired by research
at Mary-Ann’s Cottage in Dunnet, will be exhibited at the
Visual Arts Scotland juried exhibition at the Royal Scottish
Academy, from 5th February - 3rd March.

Duclaux, André Pielage, Edward Muybridge), Hans
Walgenbach (Douglas Gordon and Gilbert & George) and
IFFR Editions from 1998 by Evelien van Vught. Also, new
contributions to the PrintRoom collection: flipbooks by
Com Amoras (PT), André Pielage Anne Roecklein (US),
Samuli Otto-Henrik Saarinen (FI), Mariana Zanetti (BR),
Maaike van Baal Michael Schneider (DE), Lise Duclaux
(BE)… and many others. Some of these books are also
for sale in the shop.
PrintRoom
Schietbaanstraat 17 (just behind Nieuwe Binnenweg)
3014 ZV Rotterdam, The Netherlands
www.printroom.org / Tel: +31 (0)6 180 124 78

Royal Scottish Academy - Upper Galleries
The Mound, Edinburgh.
Monday – Saturday 10am – 5pm, Sunday 12pm – 5pm
http://www.visualartsscotland.org
http://www.royalscottishacademy.org

PrintRoom presents: The Flip Collection
Rotterdam, The Netherlands
Until 5th February
As part of the Daumenkino of the IFFR (Rotterdam Film
Festival) PrintRoom is showing flip books by international
artists, designers, photographers, filmmakers and
illustrators. On View - Flipbooks from Private Collections
of Jan van den Dobbelsteen & Daniëlle Lemaire (Lise
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UWE Bristol Exhibitions at Bower Ashton Library
Opening hours, term time: Mon - Thur. 08.45 - 20.00.
Fri. 08.45 - 17.00. Sat. 09.30 - 13.00.
Please call to check opening hours before travelling
as times vary during inter-semester weeks and vacation
periods. Library main desk telephone: 0117 328 4750
If you have any book arts news, please email items for the
Book Arts Newsletter to: Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk
Please supply images as good quality RGB jpegs (300 dpi)
Next deadline: 20th February for the

March-April newsletter
Sarah Bodman, Centre for Fine Print Research
UWE Bristol Faculty of Creative Arts, Humanities and
Education, Kennel Lodge Road, Bristol BS3 2JT, UK
www.bookarts.uwe.ac.uk / Sarah.Bodman@uwe.ac.uk

